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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the lives, teachings, and teaching

method, etc. of Chan (= Chinese Zen) masters necessitates so

called primary sources. In the case of Chan masters these often

consist of their Recorded Sayings' or parts of Chan compendia.

Thanks to Hu Shi and Yanagida Seizan, the sources of early Chan

have been and are being studied with a sharp eye.' However, the

same can not yet be said unequivocally of the study of "classical"

Chan.' More or less uncritical reliance on these sources for the

study of classical Chan doctrine is still the rule rather than the

exception. The researcher interested in the doctrinal content of

such sources is in a situation not unlike that of a traveler to a

• Chin. yulu, jap. goroku ~H~.

2 The magnum opus in this genre is without doubt Yanagida Seizan's WEH~L1J,

Shoki zenshiishisho no kenkyii WWliii*5e.ffU,)-!Vf?e. Kyoto: Hozokan #;~fj'g, 1967.

, The term "classical" is being used here to refer to the records of Chan masters from

Mazu ~m (died 788) until around the tum of the first millennium. The time between

Mazu and the year 1004 (date of appearance of the ]ingde-Records of the Transmission of

the Lamp il:1~H';lfH~)produced many of the most famous masters of the Chan tradition

whose sayings and dialogues are drawn on in the whole subsequent tradition and are

constantly referred to even in today's Chan/Son!Zen monasteries and literatures. The records

of this period thus deserve to be called "classics" of the Chan tradition. The "Golden Age of

Chan", it would seem, dawned only after the end of this classical period, Le. during the

Song.

strange land: the less acquainted he is with the land, the easier it

seems to write about it...

Let us first, in order to illustrate the necessity of a

critical appraisal of classical Chan sources, briefly look at two

examples. The first is, to my knowledge, so far the only book

length study of pedagogic style in Chan Buddhism: William

Powell's dissertation' on the teaching devices of Master Dong

shan Liangjie.' Powell uses sociolinguistic techniques such as

discourse analysis for a comparative analysis of the pedagogic

styles of the Records of Dongshan' and the Records of Linji.'

Powell's primary sources consist of texts whose earliest versions

date from 250 years after Linji's and 763 years after Dongshan's

death.' What can one learn about the teaching methods of a Tang

master on the basis of a late Ming concoction? The task could be

compared to the attempt of a student in the twenty-third century

to study the teaching methods of St. Francis (1182? - 1226) on the

, Powell, William Frederick, The Record of Tung-shan. An Analysis of Pedagogic

Style in Ch'an Buddhism. Ph.D. dissenation, University of California (Berkeley), 1982.

, Dongshan Liangjie (jap. Tozan Ryokai) ifol L1J Jilfff: 807-869.

• ifiiJU1!liift, jap. T6zan goroku. Taisho shinshii daizokyo *iUJf~*liU¥. (ed. by

Takakusu ]unjiro j';1Ij.filj}llf{*~~ et al.). Tokyo: 1924-32, vol. 47, No. 1986B. From now

on this collection will be referred to in abbreviated form by TaishO volume number, and

when necessary will be followed by additional information (text number for text
identification, page/segment/line for quotes and references).

1 .tJ!iift, jap. Rinzairoku. Taisho vol. 47, No. 1985.

I Gp. cit., pp. 54 ff.



It is quite obvious that addressing such theories as

Powell's and Iriya's without a thorough study of textual history

basis of a first "Records of St. Francis", written in the twentieth

century by a Franciscan monk. ..

The second illustration comes closer to the theme

of this paper since it concerns the teaching of Master ,Yunmen. In

articles and lectures, Prof. Iriya has mentioned three stages in

Yunmen's thought which correspond roughly to the young,

middle-aged, and old master and are supposedly mirrored in the

three chapters of the Records of Yu nmen" Though this view has

not yet been systematically presented, it calls for a closer look at

the structure and history of the text. Assuming that one could

define and find such stages in Yunmen's teaching, one would

have to face a variety of questions such as: Are these stages an

accurate record of historical stages in Yunmen's teaching? Or do

they speak of the editors' view of such stages? Or do they entirely

originate with the editors? And since these three stages are not

cast in stone one could certainly also hold, for instance, that the

Records of Yu n men represent the mature teachings of the master

after his accession ceremony as abbot in 919, Le., after his fifty-fifth

year. Or -why should Chan scholarship be less radical than

biblical studies?- that they are not at all records of Yunmen's

teaching but of his successors' and would-be successors' views.

will hardly yield convincing results. But even if - and just

because - such studies do not solve many questions, they may

make the questioner aware of the type of questions that are more

likely to find answers, and of the shaky ground of many assertions

made on the basis of "classical" Chan sources.

Since most of what we know of classical Chan

masters stems from "primary" source texts with their particular

histories, the study of the creation and growth of such texts ought

to inform scholarly attempts at analysis of the teaching of such

masters. Rather than seeking to directly tackle questions such as

those arising with Iriya's 'three-stage theory', this article presents

an inquiry into the history of the Records of Yunmen, a text

which is in many ways typical of the Recorded Sayings (yulu;

goroku ~If~) genre.

Since inclusion of all relevant materials would by

far exceed the space allotted in this journal, I will postpone the

listing and analysis of additional materials worthy of attention

(for instance the Longxing fojiao biannian tonglun f!tJf!1JPIj;fJi1Fimff{;,

the Biyanlu Jf!.l1i!J.. various Dahui'o materials, the Liandeng huiyao

JfJftmffJ(, the Chanmen niansongji iil''ffili1J{fI!, the Wudeng

huiyuan Iimi!lfC and the Korean ]ingde Chuandenglu edition ?Jill

}ftff.j{f./Di!J.). A book-length study will also take Yunmen-related

4
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, Iriya, Yoshilaka A~~jl1Ij, liko 10 ChOetsu €I c cl!J1!t, p. 29 ff. and p. 82 ff.
'0 Dahui Zonggao, jap. Daie S6k6 *~** (1089-1163)



16 Cf. App, op. cit., p. 39: "Comparison of the oldest extant version with the Taisho

text shows that, apart from the often mistaken punctuation of the Taisho text, the only

places where small differences can be noticed are the colophons, the chapter headings, and

in a few instances different characters which are mostly printing errors. Though the missing

punctuation of the Taiwan text is to be preferred to the questionable one of the Taisho text,

the latter contains so few other errors that the places where the Taiwan version should be

consulted can be listed on less than two lines: YML 549b15, 553c15, 560b13, 561313,

562c13, 563a13, 563a19, 565cl7, 568a3, 569c2, 571319, 571c4, 572b29-cl, and 575cI4."

IJ The section on Yunmen is one of the sections which was added when the Pith of the

Sayings of the Ancient Worthies (Guzunsu yuyao, jap. Kosonshuku goyb i!i#.1ifffffJ();
1144) was re-published in 1267 under the new title of Record of Sayings of the Ancient

Worthies (see previous note). See Yanagida, Kosonshuku goroku k6 i!l#'1J;j~fr~~". In:

Yanagida Seizan .mm~l1J, ed., Guzunsu yuyao i!i#.1il$ff!f{ (Song edition), Zengaku

sOsho Iii*jtilf series vol. 1. Kyoto: ChUbun shuppansha 1f'::JtIl:lXbl.f±, 1973, pp. 281

328. Further references are found in Yanagida, Seizan .mm~l1J, "Zenseki kaidai 1¥f1filfl
M". In: Nishitani, Keiji ~1:l-§m and Yanagida, Seizan ,jgjJm~l1J eds., Zenkegoroku II

tJiffi<ffffifl II. Tokyo: Chikuma shobO ~Jtilfm, 1974, p. 448.

I' £~~JtIf':9H~JilffB.

" ~m~i1lliiGili"'~.

Ancient Worthies appeared in 1267" and forms the most

extensive collection of Recorded Sayings of classical Chan

masters. The oldest extant edition of this text is found in the

Taiwanese National Central Library;" but since the section on

Yunmen differs very little from a number of later editions of

Master Yunmen's Recorded Sayings, which all also carry the title

Comprehensive Records of Chan Master Kuangzhen from [Mt.]

Yu nm en,lS I will for the reader's convenience key all references to

the TaishO shinshl1 edition of these records (Vol. 47, No. 1988)."

These records show the following structure:

6
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materials which appear in sections devoted to
other masters in

some of the early texts . t
. . In 0 consideration and will include f 11
IndIces keyed b th h u

o to t e relevant texts and to the Records of
Yunmen.

II. SOURCES

The t .
mos Important source for the teaching

of Chan Master Yunmen Wenyan"' . h
. IS wit out any doubt the

collectIOn of his public instructions, dialogues
and various other

materials which is found' h
. In C apters 15 to 18 of the Record of

Saymgs of the Ancient Worthies U Th R d
. e ecor of Sayings of the

II ~rt:Jt11f (864-949). Biographical SOurces are an . . .
Facets of the Life and Teaching f Ch a1yzed In delall In my dissertation:

. . 0 an Master Yunmen Wen (864
dIssertatIOn, Temple University 1989 22 yan -949), Ph.D.

. " pp. 5-236. The notes to th E li
of the earliest stone inscription abo th e ng sh translation

ut e master's life (tr I'
260-276) take all relevant biographical ' ans auon pp. 10-17, notes pp.

" Sources Into account.

Guzunsu yuJu , jap. Kosonshuku goroku i!i#.riVli . .
*mjlU~. Kyoto: ZOky6 shoin, 1905-1912 This COl; ,,~ifl .. ~atmppon zokuz6ky6 *8
by Zokuz6ky6 and the volume be : . ectlOn IS In the fOllowing referred to

num r of Its Tatwane ed" .
See also next note. se luon (thIS text is in vol. 118).

The Making of a Chan Record 7



Chapter Part of Records ofYunmen ~f'1ii< Percent

I Preface ]'f; 0.5%

(27%) Responding to Individual Abilities Jj~ 25 %

Songs & Verse +=~~ /-m,1;il 1 %

II Essence of Words from Inside [the Master's] Room ~q:.~lf~ 24 %

(42%) Statements & Substitute Answers ~5f-ft~lf 18 %

Critical Examinations WJm 20 %

Record of Pilgrimages ~jj"i!~ 6%

III Testament il£i 1 %

(31%) Last Instructions ilMt 0.5 %

Biographical Record 1T~ 2%

Petition ~n't and Verse 1;il~r,=I,;J§li-;p: _P PO 2%

-
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The Structure of the Extant Records of Yu n men
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HoW accurately might a Chan record such as that of Yunmen

portray the teaching of a master? A closer look at the making of

these records might yield some insights which also apply to other

texts of this genre. Several facts make the Records of Yu n men an

interesting object of study in this regard:

1) It is a text with a history that can be retraced in more detail than

the majority of classical Chan records.
17

2) Master Yunmen spent a number of years in the assembly of

Xuefeng Yicun," the Chan master among whose followers the

famous Collection from the Hall of the Founders" originated.

Since this text appeared just three years after Yunmen's death and

appears not to have been tampered with during the Song,'" it

forms an important source for comparison in both directions, Le.

as a means of judging both the extant Records of Yunmen and the

11 The most important studies about the textual history of the Records of Yunmen are

the following: Shiina Kayu lt~*lilt, "Ummon karoku to sono shorokubon no keit6 r~
r'Jt~J t -f (/)fY~*(/);Mt ".JolUnal ofSolo Siudies I Shugaku kenkyu Jfftf,!.fiJf5f; 24

(March 1982), 189-196; Nagai Masashi lk#-J;lcZ. "Ummon no goroku no seiritsu ni

kansuru ichi kasatsu ~r'(/)~lf~(/).lit~I::'~'"J.,-~~." Journal of SolO Siudies I

ShUgaku kenkyu *¥.fiJff:; 13 (1971), pp. 111-116; Cen, Xuelii, Yunmen shanzhi ~f'1L1J
;t;. Hongkong, 1951; and App, Urs, Facets of the Life and Teaching of Chan Masler

Yunmen Wenyan (864-949), Ph.D. dissertation, Temple University, 1989, p. 22 ff.

" lap. Sepp6 Gison ~~~fF (822-908).

19 Chin. Zutangji, jap. SodoshU. kor. Chodang chip -tll'£ji!. Kyoto: Chiibun

shuppansha q:.)Cl:1:l~1±' 1974 (Yanagida Seizan .mEB~L1J ed., Zengaku sosho ~~jitF
series volA). From here on referred to as ZUlangji.

'" For an assessment of possible changes see Shiina Kayu lt~*lilt, "Sodashu no

hensei m~~(/)~.lit. Journal ofSOlO Siudies I Shugaku kenkyu *¥.fiJf5f; 21 (1979).
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Zutangji.
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3) Master Yunmen enjoyed good relations to the court of the

Empire of the Southern Han," and two state officials each wrote

an inscription, one of which was engraved ten years .and the other

fifteen years after Yunmen's death. These stelae have been studied

by Tokiwa Daij6" and can still be seen in Yunmen's monastery
R 23. h

near uyuan In t e northern part of Guangdong province. The

first" was written in the year 959 by Lei Yue 1It~, an official who

was also the author of the Biographical Record which is

" See Suzuki, Tetsuo ~*tf14t, "Ummon Bun'en to Nankan ~rt)(1m: t mi!it".
Indogaku bukkyogaku kenkyu ffJJft!!PfJ.IX!!frIiIf5e 33.1 (Dec. 1984), pp. 90-95; and

Henrik: ~. S¢~ensen, "The Life and Times of the Ch'an Master Yiin-men Wen-yen".
ACla Or/enlalta 49 (1988). For related information concerning Yunmen's teacher
Xuefeng see Edward H. Schafer. The Kingdom ofMin. Rutland / Tokyo: Tuttle, 1954, pp.

10, 12, and 95 (text and note). The same author also translated a major source for the

history of the Southern Han Empire, chapter 65 of the Wulai shi Iift~ (History of the

Five Dynasties): "The History of the Southern Han", Silver Jubilee Volume of the Zinbun

Kagaku-Kenkyusyo. Kyoto: Jinbun kagaku kenkyusho, 1954, pp. 339-369.

" Tokiwa, Daijo 1itti:*~, Shina bukkyoshiseki kinenshu 3tjJB19~~~Mil[l~~.
Tokyo: Bukkyo shiseki kenkyQkai ~~~M-liJf~1f, 1931.

2l ~iw.. This country town is about one bUS-hour west of Shaoguan tm;~ which is
about six train-hours north of Guangzhou Il/!{fH.

" Dahan Shaozhou Yunmenshan Guanglai chanyuan gu Kuangzhen dashi shixingbei

(bing xu) *i!ittmfH~r~l1J7t*~~t&~~*fliliJif1~Hl\!(#f1';): "True Nature Stele (with

preface) [for] the Late Great Master Kuangzhen from Guangtai Chan temple on Mt.

Yunmen in the Great Han [Kingdom]'s Shaozhou [district]."

contained in the Records of Yu n men." The second," written by

another official by the name of Chen Shouzhong ~'if'9", was

triggered by the appearance of the dead master in a dream and by

the subsequent month-long worship of the Yunmen's mummy at

the capital Guangzhou. These two inscriptions contain much

biographical information but only a few examples of Yunmen's

teaching. Nevertheless, the virtual certainty of the absence of

later revisions makes them important sources for comparison.

4) Fifty-five years after Yunmen's death, in the year 1004, another

major source for the teachings of Chan masters was completed:

Xuanci Daoyuan 1!:~i.tiw.'s]ingde [Era] Record of the Transmission

of the Lamp." Again, what is and what is not included in this

text's section on Yunmen can throw light both on this source and

the history of the Records of Yu nmen.

5) Exceptional if not unique for the records of pre-Song masters,

we have ancient explanatory remarks about certain terms which

occurred in an early (lost) version of the Records of Yu n men.

2l Yunmenshan Guanglai chanyuan Kuangzhen dashi xinglu ~r~l1J7t*~~~~*

flili:rr~: "Biographical Record of the Great Master Kuangzhen of the Guangtai Chan temple

on Mt. Yunmen". TaishO vol. 47: 575c3 - 576a18.

'" Dahan Shaozhou Yunmenshan Dajue chansi Daciyun Kuangzhen hongming dashi

beiming (bing xu) *i!ittmfH~r~l1J*:W:~~*~~~~*~*~i1i~l\!~(#f1';): "Epitaph

on stele (with preface) [for] the Great Master [entitled] Great Cloud of Compassion [and]

Immense Understanding of Genuine Truth from the Dajue Chan temple on Ml. Yunrnen in

the Great Han [Kingdom's] Shaozhou district.

21 ffttmff!.Jffil<, Taisho vol. 51, No. 2076.
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This commentary is included in the Collection of Topics from the

Garden of the Founders" (appeared in 1108). Through study of

this commentary and comparison with the extant text of the

Records of Yunmen, we have the chance to get quite a detailed

impression of the contents of one lost early version.

6) The same text cites a preface for a lost version of the Records of

Yunmen which dates from 1053.29 This preface, along with the

preface for the extant text," contains important information about

the history of our text.

7) Due to the popularity of k6an featuring Yunmen (his are the

most numerous in all major k6an collections) we have a number

of texts stemming from the first half of the twelfth century with a

substantial amounts of Yunmen material.

8) Finally, there is a famous text whose extant version was edited

by the same man" as that of the Records of Yunmen: the Records

of Linji!' This gives us the chance to see some parallels and

possibly get some idea of the approach of this key editor.

,. 1ll/fHJJJS. Zokuz6ky6 vol. 113.

.. Zokuz6ky6 vol. 113:26<13-15.

JO Taish6 vol. 47. 544c26-545a12

" Yuanjue Zongyan lIJl':*7~. probably lived from 1074-1146.

" lap. Rinzairoku f$iJ}i!r. TaishO vol. 47, No. 1985.

III. FIRST STAGE:

NOTES AND MANUSCRIPTS

Since the pre-Song Chan records were in general

unfortunately not authored by their protagonists but by a variety

of intermediaries (disciples, disciples of disciples, editors, re

editors) one is well advised not to accept any such record offhand

as The Master's Voice. Master Yunmen had taught for as long as

three decades (from his accession ceremony as abbot at age fifty

five to his death at eighty-five) and must have held a great

number of sermons, talks, dialogues, speeches at vegetarian feasts,

etc. In addition, he gave private instruction to hundreds of

students of monastic and lay status. In view of his long period of

teaching activity and purported eloquence, the extant records are

quite meager: 320 items in the first chapter, 185 in the first and 290

in the second section of the second chapter, and 165 in the first

and 31 in the second section of the third chapter. This amounts to

a total of less than one thousand items. In other words, we have

only a single item for every ten-day'period of his teaching activity.

Since one item often amounts to no more than one sentence by

Yunmen, we are left with an average of just a few sentences per
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In the Records of Yu n men, too, there are passages

which suggest that note-taking and subsequent discussion were

common in monastic communities:

The Making of a Chan Record

ten-day period. Of course, what we have of Yunmen _ or rather,

of the teachings attributed to him - is extensive compared to

some earlier and contemporary Chan masters. Nevertheless, Our

sober calculation shows that what is left of vintage "teachings of

Yunmen" must be a highly distilled brew. But who were the

brewers and distillers?

The Making of a Chan Record

juice are you looking for in such dried-up bones"

15

Don't futilely tramp around in [China's] districts an~

. , You're J'ust after some big words and waItprovmces.
for some master's mouth to move. And then you
pose questions about Chan and the ,:vay, ,~bout

'upward' and 'downward', "how about... , and what
if ...", and you note [the words] down in big tomes,
stuff them into the bags of skin [that you are], ~d
speculate about them. Wherever you go you stick
your heads together in threes and fives aro~n~ the
[ueplace, cite [these words] and murmur: "ThiS IS ~
eloquent statement, and that is a spontaneous one,
these are words uttered on the basis of events, those
on the basis of essence - words which in~orpor.ate

the master or mistress of your own house. HavI~g

devoured [such words] you do nothing but talk.m
I . "I have understood the Buddhistyour seep, saymg . .

l1eaching" You realize that through thiS kmd of
. . d' ?I"pilgrimage you'll never ever attaIn rest, on t you ..

However, we do not even know how these very

ed · Sasaki Ruth-----~f~L:-· -:-:..-:I<!;'~~;;:~ Taish6 vol. 47:.501cI4-17. Translat In ,)J Records 0 InJI .... O"I;o;j( ,

AdS' of Ch'an Master Lin-chi Hui-chao of Chen Prefecture.Fuller The Recorue aymgs

KYOlO; The Institute for Zen Studies fi!.Jt1~m?Em. 1975 p. 31.

"Yunmenlu ~r,~ T47: 552a7-15.

The first intermediaries to whom we must turn our

Students of today get nowhere because they base their
understanding upon the acknowledgment of names.
They inscribe the words of some dead old guy in a
greatbig notebook, wrap it up in four or five squares
of cloth, and won't let anyone look at it. 'This is the
Mysterious Principle,' they aver, and safeguard it with
care. That's all wrong. Blind idiots! What kind of

1. TAKING AND COLLECTING NOTES

attention are the monks who heard Yunmen's talks and

instructions and noted some of them down. These people,

certainly most crucial for the quality of recording, are

unfortunately barely perceptible in the fog of history. JUdging by

the following passage in the Records of Linji, note-taking by

disciples of a master seems to have been common in Chan circles

even before Yunmen was born:
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words were noted down, and we will never know how faithful

this account is to words actually spoken by Yunmen one thousand

and some-odd years ago. If we were to judge by the quality of notes

taken at lectures by today's best students, we would or should not

be overly optimistic about the possible degree of faithfulness. On

the other hand, there existed and exist people with astounding

memories, and we cannot exclude the possibility of quasi

stenographic note taking (see below) either." Even the existence of

some early alternative sources (which will be examined below) is

of little help in this regard; it may serve, in the best of all cases, to

authenticate one set of notes through another or against another,

but the relation of any kind of notes to actual words is beyond the

scope of research.

If a judgment about the most basic quality of notes

remains impossible, we can at least try to gather what information

we can get about the process of note taking. What do the earliest

unrevised sources tell us about the teaching of Yunmen and its

recording? Each stone inscription features a passage indicating

that some of Master Yunmen's words were written down and

" Motives of note takers are as difficult to take into account as their thoroughness; I

remember that, when participating in a two-year seminar (1977-1978) given by the recently

deceased Prof. Nishitani Keiji i!!l~§* on the Blue CliffRecords IfIIIJil<. I understood so

little that I decided to take word-for-word notes for later study. In this case I know from

personal experience (including writer's cramp) that the notes are faithful to the spoken word.

But what would happen if I or someone else would edit these notes into "The Records of

Nishitani"?

widely disseminated. After giving the first few examples of short

exchanges between the Master and his disciples, the older

inscription of 959 says: "There were other words; they were

recorded and circulate in the world."" The stone inscription of 964

mentions a conversation with the official He Xifan and adds:'

"In those days the questioners [asking about Chan]
followed each other without interruption; [the
Master's] answers were noted down and transmitted
to the world. Later, Master [Yunmen] got tired of
receiving people and wished to reside at a remote and

pure place."JI

The words "in those days" refer to the time span between

Yunmen's arrival at Shaozhou (911) or his accession as abbot (919)

and the beginning of construction of the monastery at the foot of

Mt. Yunmen (923). If we trust this information we may assume

that one or more people took notes of the pronouncements of the

master who was then in his fifties, and that forty years afterwards

the author of this inscription knew of this. Even if the

inscriptions do not tell us anything about the identity of these

note-takers, they at least furnish a contemporary assertion that

notes were actually taken - which, as researchers of early

" Tokiwa, op. cit. p. 112. Table 1 in the the last section of this article examines the

rela.tion of Yunmen's words as they appear in the inscriptions to the Records of Yunmen.

J1 Ibid., p. 117.
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Christianity know all too well, is no trifling matter.

However, the earlier inscription contains one more

piece of information" which may give us a lead as to the identity

of a man who may have been the key figure in the process of

note-taking and initial editing:

Among the assembled disciples was Shou Jian who
had the whole time assisted the Master while being in
perfect accord with Non-Action" , and thirty-six

monks in charge of temple affairs including
Changbao the Great Master Jingben, Cl etc., who had

all deeply realized Buddha nature and had in
distinguished ways attained to Master [Yunmen]'s
essence.

Shou Jian 'iT~ is none other than the man who is

mentioned at the beginning of each of the three chapters of the

extant text of the Records of Yu n men" where we find the

following statement: "Collected by [Master Yunmen's] disciple,

Recipient of the Purple [Robe] Shou Jian, [entitled] Grand Master

31 Tokiwa, op. cit., p. 114.

"Wuwei !!!Ii~.

'" Great Master Jingben ~*j;:GiIi~.: "Great Master" originally was a honorific

appellation of the buddhas and bodhisaltvas; it came into general use for Chan patriarchs

and frequently forms part of honorary and posthumous titles conferred by imperial courts.

The master referred to here is Master Yunmen Changbao.

" ~mlii!k T47(l988) 545a14, 553c23, and 567b12.

Ming Shi.,,42 Unfortunately, very little is known about him. His

name is otherwise not found in Chan literature and has thus

become an object of speculation: Nukariya Kaiten," for example,

suspected that Shou Jian's name was mis-rendered and should

read Shou Xian 'iT'rt - another disciple of Master Yunmen who

has the advantage of having a biography in the Song

gaosengzhuan."

The fact that Shou Jian is said to have assisted the

Master over a long period of time certainly makes him a

candidate both for the note taking and the initial editing of

Yunmen's records. The absence of his name in the Chan literature

which I surveyed could confirm rather than discredit his role

since there was, as we will see below, a tendency to attribute

editorship to men with well-known spiritual offspring who

carried on the tradition of the "House of Yunmen", and not to

monks like Shou Jian who did not produce any known spiritual

successors. It was (and is) often only through such successors and

their line of spiritual heirs that a master acquired fame (and

possibly even retroactive Recorded Sayings, as in the classic case of

" rV,IlJ;l~*~i1iJlB,~'iT~~·

" This speculation was pointed out by Nagai (op. cit., pp. 111-112); he refers to

Nukariya, Kaiten ~,m~tJt)t, Zengaku shisoshi Jiii"jf:,f!!1!!!1: Vol. 1. Tokyo, 1923, p.

729.
.. Jap. So kosoden *ilii1fJfi!I. Thish6 vol. 50 (No. 2061) 860a4. This biography,

incidentally, contains the only reference in the Song gaosengzhuan *ilii1ff1{QJ to Master

Yunmen.
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Dongshan Liangjie that was mentioned in the introduction).

Since this was not the case with Shou Jian, we can unfortunately

not know more about him than what was just cited above.

Now let us examine later stories about the taking of

notes in Yunmen's monastery. The first is found in the Records

from the (Chan] Forest," a collection of over three hundred

anecdotes from the Chan tradition told by Juefan Huihong fl:~~~

0071-1128), a prolific author in the Linji line." According to his

disciple Benming *~, who took the notes, Juefan told the

following story:

Chan Master Yunju of Foyin had said,

When Master Yunmen expounded the Dharma he
was like a cloud. He decidedly did not like people to
note down his words. Whenever he saw someone
[doing this] he scolded him and chased him out [of
the hall] with the words, "Because your own mouth
is not good for anything you come to note down my
words. It is certain that some day you'll sell me!"

As to the records oj"Responding to [Individual]

" Linjianlu, jap. Rinkanroku #/lIJi1<. ZokuzOkyo Vol. 148.

.. Huihong is also the author, among other famous works, of Transmission of Gems

from Monks of the Chan Tradition (Chan1in sengbaozhuan, jap. Zenrin sobOden ii*t*1~

'-'1'), a collection of biographies and teachings of Chan masters completed in 1122. This

collection is, incidentally, the only biographical source to include descriptions of the

physical features of Master ¥unmen (Zokuzokyo137:224bI2-13 and 226a9-12). See App,

op. cit., note 52, p. 262.

Abilities" and "Inside the [Master's] Room":"

Xianglin and Mingjiao had fashioned robes out of
paper and wrote them down immediately whenever
they heard them."

This story has three known intermediaries:

notetaker Benming, story teller Juefan, and the earliest

mentioned source Yunju.- However, we have no way of knowing

where Yunju had the story from, whether he told it in this

manner, and how it changed through the mediation of Juefan and

the last link in the chain of transmission. At any rate, we can note

that the earliest known source, Yunju, had - as a member of the

Yunmen-line of Chan - a clear vested interest in being a

recipient of the accurately transmitted teachings of the founder.

Again, Xianglin" and Mingjiao" were the fathers of the two main

branches of the Yunmen school and as such the perfect material

for protagonists in a story of this kind. But even if we choose to

" "Responding to [Individual) Abilities" (duiji !t-tll) is the title of the main corpus

of the first chapter of the Comprehensive Records of ¥unmen (Taisho vol. 47: 545a16

553blO); and "Inside the [Master's) Room" (Shizhong :¥q:.) is part of the title of the first

part?f the Record's second chapter ("Essentials of Words from Inside the [Master's)

Room" :¥q:.~!t~; T47: 553c24-56Ic4).

.. Chin. Linjianlu ,jap. Rinkanroku t*rdlu Zokuzokyo vol. 148: 296b8-12.

.. Master ¥unju ~m of the Foyin temple 19l1~n;'f lived from 1032 until 1098 and

belongs to the fourth generation of the ¥unmen line.

"Xianglin Chengyuan ~t*7ii!, lived from 908 to 987.

51 Chan Master Mingjiao ~tigiji is the posthumous name of ¥unmen's disciple

Shuangquan Shikuan ~,I}IJijiJt.
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ignore these aspects, it strikes us that the monk into whose

mouth this story is put lived about as long after Yunmen as we

do after Hegel, and that the editor of the text in which it appeared

was about as far removed from Yunmen as we are from Goethe.

In the light of the controversies surrounding the notes of

Goethe's assistant Eckermann. - which were published not long

after Goethe's death and purport to be faithful to Goethe's dicta

yet to this day provoke much discussion about the extent of

Eckermann's own contributions - we may rightly guess that even

if Benming's story were true we would still face many difficulties.

Since we are already deep in the realm of legends, I

might as well add another story which is included in the famous

collection of k6an with related poems and commentaries known

as the "Blue Cliff Record."" It adds some colorful detail about one

of the note-takers encountered above, namely, Yunmen's disciple

Xianglin ~# (also called Yuan it):

[Xianglin] stayed at Yunmen's side for eighteen years;
time and again Yunmen would just callout to him,
'Attendant Yuan!' As soon as he responded, Yunmen
would say, 'What is it?' At such times, no matter how
much [Xianglin] spoke to present his understanding
and gave play to his spirit, he never reached mutual
accord [with Yunmen]. One day, though, he suddenly
said, 'I understand.' Yunmen said, 'Why don't you
say something above and beyond this?' Xianglin

n Chin. BiyanJu, jap. Hekiganroku M'Mt~ Thisho vol. 48, No. 2003, 157a28-b4.

stayed on for another three years." A great part of

the verbal displays of great function which Yunme.n
accorded in his room were designed to make hIS
attendant Yuan [able to] enter and function anywhere.
Whenever Yunmen uttered a word or a phrase, they
were all gathered at attendant Yuan's."

Since this story appeared only in 1128, Le. almost

two centuries post facto, we had better not attribute undue weight

to it. Though we are unable to make firm pronouncements

. the I'dentity of the notetaker(s) and/or early editor(s),
concermng

d as though ShOll Jian has a better chance of having
it oes seems

occupied this position than the monks mentioned in later

sources. From the point of view of the faithfulness of the content

of Yunmen's records to his teaching, however, it does not seem to

matter whom we prefer since we cannot judge the quality of their

work anyway. Let us now, by comparing early sources with the

Records of Yu nmen, get an impression of how they relate to the

Records.

& J C The Blue CliffRecord.
" Up to here, the translation follows Cleary, Thomas ..,

Boulder & London: Shambhala, 1977, p. 111.
" . b 1'1'. Yuten J»#~~ HekiganshU leihon M'.J~}E*. Tokyo:The text gIven y w, .\t'1Ii> , • th

RisOsha JJ.1M±, 1963, pp. 91-92, coniains several unimportant dIfferences from e

Taisho text.
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2. YUNMEN'S TEACHINGS IN EARLY SOURCES

Relevant early sources - Le. sources which were

written within about fifty years of Yunmen's death (949) _ are the

following: 1) the Collection from the Hall of the Founders

(Zutangji 1I1'1tJlf) which appeared just three years after 'yunmen 's

death, 2) the stone inscriptions of 959 and 964; and 3) the Jingde

Records of the Transmission of the Lamp (Jingde chuandenglu Jff

ffgfiljJfifl) of 1004. Each of these sources exhibits a distinct character

and has its particular value for the study of the early history of
Yunmen's records:

a) The Zutangji tl1:£~

The Collection from the Hall of the Founders is the

earliest source for Yunmen's teaching; its section on Yunmen

seems to have escaped later revision altogether. Although the

Biographical Record of the Great Master Kuangzhen of the

Guangtai Chan temple on Mt. Yu nmen" bears the date of the day

of Yunmen's burial (May 25, 959), its history is unclear and certain

biographical elements contained in it make it seem very likely

that later revision(s) took place." So the Zutangji has to be

regarded as the oldest unaltered source for Yunmen's teaching.

>-_ll Yu~enshanGuangtai chanyan Kuangzhen dashi xinglu ~r'UJJ't;!iili~~iit:*
gili'fT~ (wntten by the author of the stele of 959, Lei Yue if~): T47.575c3-576aI8.

56 See App, op. cit., p. 225

That the section on Yunmen was indeed untouched by later

editors is suggested by its content: the biography has features

unlike any later one; it neither mentions Yunmen's earlier

teacher Daozong of Muzhou ~tH;glllt",gili nor Yunmen's death.

However, it does note that Yunmen was awarded the title "Great

Master Kuangzhen" by the ruler of Southern Han. 57 The authors

of the Zutangji seem not to have received the news of Yunmen's

death at the time of completion of their text - a fact which may

confirm Yanagida's view that the writing of this text started much

earlier than 952" or alternatively, that the news of this event

traveled slowly.

Let us now have a closer look at the Zutangji

materials about Yunmen (see Table 1 in the last section of this

article): of a total of about fifty Zutangji lines, eight are devoted to

biographical events, twenty-seven to poems and songs, and only

about fifteen to instructions and dialogues. The differences of its

biography and verse sections to the extant Records of Yu n men are

very prominent. Though the teaching section exhibits more

similari ty, one third of the fifteen lines of teaching is not found

in the Records. This means that eighty percent of the Zutangji

materials are either substantially different or not found at all in

" This event took place in 938, eleven years before Yunmen died.

" Cf. Yanagida, Seizan -t9PHl~UJ. Sod6shii sakuin vol. 3 ~.ll1it~~5ITIJJt. Kyoto:

Kyoto daigaku jinbun kagaku kenkyiisho, 1984, pp. 1584 ff.; see also Demieville, Paul,

"Le recueil de la salle des patriarches." T'oung-pao 56 (1970), pp. 262 - 286.
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the extant Records. However, if one regards only the material

which represents Yunmen's teaching in interaction with other

people, one finds that the ten lines which have parallels in the

extant Records are surprisingly similar.

Looking at his mixed bag of information we note

how much the authors of the Zutangji emphasized poems and

songs (which make up more than half of the Zutangji materials

on Yunmen and may indeed, as Yanagida contends, represent the

earliest stratum of this text"). Furthermore, it seems as though

the fragments of Yunmen's teaching (as opposed to the poems

and songs) contained in this text could be a good sample of the

kind of notes that monks were carrying around in their bags and

sharing with fellow pilgrims around the fireplace. The

comparatively small differences between those instruction and

dialogue items, and the materials that are found in the extant

Records, could indicate that there was a common earlier source

and that transmission happened in writing rather than by word of

mouth. However, in view of the sparsity of teaching material

included (of which one third has no correspondence in the extant

Records) we do better not to draw any conclusions in this regard.

The absence of any sizable instruction in the Zutangji materials

could suggest that around the time of Yunmen's death (when the

Zutangji was being written) no notes of Yunmen's longer

Dharma talks - if such existed at all at that point in time - had

59 Yanagida, ibid.

yet made their way to the Fujian region.

The second column of Table 1 shows that the

Zutangji materials with parallels in the Records are now found

more or less evenly distributed over all three chapters of the

present text: three items (8, 9 and 11) in the first chapter and one

item (4) in its appendix, two items (3 and 6) in the second chapter,

and two items (12 and 13) in the third chapter. However, the

differences and the passages which are not found in the Records

are of equal interest. These anecdotes in the Zutangji may have

been floating around among people who had known Yunmen as

a disciple of Xuefeng, during his subsequent pilgrimage, or in

Guangdong at the Lingshu or Yunmen monasteries. It is possible

that some of them represent episodes which happened while

Yunmen was still on Mt. Xuefeng and remained unknown to

Yunmen's later disciples at Mt. Yunmen. But it is equally possible

that they were weeded out by later editors of the Records.

At any rate, the Zutangji material about Yunmen is

of great importance for the early history of Yunmen's records;

both its parallels and its differences to the extant Records of

Yunmen indicate a degree of independence which is unmatched

in other early sources. The Zutangji is the only early source

which contains a substantial amount of items of teaching which
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are not found in the extant Records of Yu n men." Its material _

and, to a lesser degree, that of the stone inscriptions - may

constitute the only unretouched traces left of early notes. All

other early sources exhibit such close similarity to or dependence

on parts of the Records of Yunmen that they are hardly suitable

for a reconstruction of the early history of these records. 61 Though

it is remarkable that so much material is included about a man

who was at the time of writing still alive but living far away in

China's deep South, we cannot but regret that the Zutangji

authors did not include more of the teachings of this man who

was to become more widely known than their common teacher

Xuefeng YIcun ~~Rff.

b) The Stone Inscriptions It'tl:li.l\!/li.l\!it

The examples of Yunmen's teaching contained in

the two stone inscriptions (see Table 2 at the end of this article)

show that most of the master's dicta which were engraved in

stone found their way into the first chapter or the biographical

sections of the third chapter of the Records of Yu n men - or the

other way around. Only teaching items 7 and 10 and biographical

.. As will be seen below, the stone inscriptions and the Iingde chuandengJu contain

only two non-biographical items each (items 7 and IO of Table 2 and items 18 and 24 of

Table 3) which are not found in the Records of Yunmen.

61 Later sources, however, include more materials not found in the Records of Yunmen;
such items will be listed and analysed at a later point

item 12 of Table 2 are not found in the Records. There is no trace

in the stone inscriptions of chapter two of the Records nor of the

sections of chapter three which are not of biographical character."

The rather close correspondence of the doctrinal

fragments of the two stone inscriptions and the Records of

Yu n men should come as no surprise: the author of the second

inscription was, to judge from the overall similarity and often

identical wording, certainly familiar with the first one, and note

takers or early editors of the Records of Yunmen were also·

unlikely to ignore the only two inscriptions erected in honor of

their master. But why are so few instances (and only short ones) of

the master's teaching cited? Five of fourteen items are of

primarily biographical content," and only nine short items are left

as samples of three decades of continual teaching. Obviously, to

judge from the overall content, the glorification of the rulers of

Nan-Han was just as important an objective as the promotion of

knowledge about Master Yunmen. 64

What kind of note or anecdote material concerning

Yunmen's teaching stood to the authors' disposition? There are

only two short exchanges that are not mentioned in the Records

but figure in one or both stone inscription(s). These two short

.. See App, op. cit. pp. 226-228 for a discussion of the biographical information

contained in the stone inscriptions.

.. Items 1,2, 12, 13, and 14.

..
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dialogues and the first part of item 6 (which is not found in

theRecords but is interestingly enough included in the ZutangjO

may belong to stories that were intentionally not included by the

editors of the early Records. Or were they dropped during a later

editorial pass? One more discrepancy which merits attention

concerns the conversation between the Emperor and Yunmen" 

which happens not to be mentioned at all in the second stone

inscription. Did this encounter take place as noted in the earlier

inscription or as portrayed in the Records of Yu n men?

Unfortunately these inscriptions are not of much

help in answering our questions and clarifying the state of affairs

concerning the collection of notes and stories which served as the

basic materials in the making of the Records of Yu n men. And

since most materials contained in the last early source which will

be examined in this section, the Jingde-Records of the

Transmission of the Lamp, seem already to be based on a

thoroughly edited version (or versions) of some parts of the

Records of Yu n men, they will not shed much more light on the

earliest part of the history of Yunmen's records.

.. See item 5 af Table 2.

c) The lingde-Records of the Transmission of the Lamp

The editor of the Jingde-Records (Jingde

chuandenglu) must already have been in possession of a sizable

collection of notes, but these notes were essentially limited to

materials contained in the first chapter of the present Records.

The only exceptions are a dialogue which is found in somewhat

different form in chapter 3 of the extant Records of Yu n men" and

two short exchanges which are not found in the Records. The

contents of the Yunmen section of the Jingde chuandenglu

suggests that its editor had quite a voluminous set of notes at

hand, which must have included large parts or the whole of the

first chapter of the extant Records of Yu n men. Most differences

between these two texts are of the kind an editor would produce

(slightly different wording, sometimes an added particle or an

introductory phrase, etc.). However, a few missing items (items 18

and 24 of Table 3), and discrepancies of content (e.g. item 29 or

item 37), suggest that the Jingde chuandenglu author could have

had a manuscript or set of notes which was a little different from

the first chapter of the extant Records.

It is of course possible that the editor of the Jingde

chuandenglu had additional materials at hand, but our evidence

makes this rather unlikely: of forty-one non-biographical items

.. Item 19 afTable 3.
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quoted, all but four are now found in the same part of the first

chapter of the Records of Yu n men. Of the remaining four, one is

not included in the extant Records of Yu n men, two are verses

found at the end of its first chapter, and only one exchange

resembles a passage found in the present third chapter. On the

whole the differences are not very significant; they could, for

instance, also be due to the editing efforts of those who later

produced the printed versions of the Records of Yunmen or those

of the Jingde-Records. Rather, the similarity of content is striking:

the fourteen instructions which together form about eighty

percent of the Yunmen-material in the Jingde chuandenglu show

only slight differences of style, and about half of the dialogues

featured in the Jingde-Records are identical or almost identical

with those of the first chapter of the Records of Yu n men.

While the content shows striking similarity, the

same cannot be said of the sequence in which the material is

presented. A look at the second and third columns of Table 3

shows that the Jingde material is quite out of step with the first

chapter of the Records of Yu n m en - a fact which may be due to

the editor of either text. One notes that the Yunmen materials in

the Jingde chuandenglu show a sequence in tune with the mode

of instruction: after the biographical part we have an introductory

exchange at the occasion of his accession to the abbotship,

followed by fourteen instructions of considerable length and

about two dozen shorter anecdotes rounded off by a final verse.

We do not know in which form the editor of the Jingde

chuandenglu possessed the Yunmen materials; but their

arrangement within the Jingde chuandenglu would seem to

speak more of the Jingde editor's will to a clear structure than of

the order of the materials he had at his disposition.

The Yunmen materials included in the Jingde

chuandenglu thus reflect a stage in the making of the Records of

Yu n men where extensive sets of written notes were already in

existence which could be quoted word for word or somewhat

edited and arranged to suit the stylistic preferences of the editor. I

surmise that about fifty years after the death of Yunmen such

extensive notes must have existed for a good part of the teachings

- especially the longer instructions - which are now contained

in the first chapter of the Records of Yu n men. But there is in this

text no trace of any materials from the second chapter and only a

single three-line episode from the beginning of the third chapter

of the Records of Yu n men. Since it is extremely unlikely that the

editor of the Jingde chuandenglu would intentionally fail to

utilize such large amounts of Yunmen-related materials if he had

them at his disposal, we must conclude that the notes or

manuscripts available to him were probably limited to materials

which were to become the source of parts or the whole of the first

chapter of the extant Records of Yu nmen.
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IV. SECOND STAGE:

EARLY PRINTED EDITIONS

In this second stage of the making of Master

Yunmen's Records we move into a new dimension, namely, that

of the printed medium with all its advantages of production and

distribution. Although we cannot be sure when the first printed

edition of the Records appeared, it is likely that this happened in

the first half of the eleventh century, i.e. less than one hundred

years after Master Yunmen's death. Although this is quite

exceptional for Chan records of this period, it does not

automatically mean that the Records of Yunmen are more

trustworthy than others. The basic questions of the quality and

extent of the initial notes and of their transmission are not

affected by events at this second stage and must, as shown above,

be left open because of the lack of conclusive evidence.

With the move into the new medium, however,

our chances of getting information about the contents of the

various Records of Yu n men are improving. Although the early

printed editions we know of are all lost, we have access to

information about them through the following sources:

1) a preface dated 1053 which is quoted in the Collection of Topics

from the Garden of the Founders commentary (Zuting shiyuan);"

2) the body of the Zuting shiyuan commentary (completed in

1108); and

3) the preface to the extant version of the Extended Records of

Yunmen, dated 1076.

1. THE FIRST PRINTED EDITION

Available information about an early printed

edition of the Records of Yunmen stems exclusively from one

source, namely, a passage included in the Collection of Topics

from the Garden of the Founders (Zuting shiyuan) by Muan

Shanqing." The first chapter of this text which was completed in

the year 1108 contains, as will be seen below, much valuable

information about early editions of the Records of Yunmen. In

addition to a discussion of a fair number of terms which occurred

in the then available Records of Yunmen," Muan included a

preface which appears to have belonged to the second printed

edition of the Records of Yunmen. We have nothing more than

Muan's word for information on the earliest printed versions of

the Records and had better keep in mind that what we are dealing

<I lap. Solei jien -tf11fl$J!i, Zokuz6ky6 vol. 113:26<13-15.

.. 1lf~~HllP (n.d.)

'" See Table 4 below.
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with here is information given by one editor about the work of

one of his predecessors.

Muan introduces the quote of the oldest known

preface by referring to "the Records of Yu n men reedited by Chan

Master [Tianyi Yi]huai which are rather different from the edition

presently available"'" and then cites the preface" which is here

translated in its entirety:

The Master [Tianyi Yihuai)'s" preface says:

"The Great Master [Yunmen)'s [monastic] name was Wenyan.
He succeeded to Chan Master Xuefeng [Yi]cun. After having
first, on the order of Prince Liu 7l of Guang, resided at the Lingshu

[monastery] in Shaozhou," he later moved to live on [Mt.]

70 Zuting shiyuan mJ}!.?1i, Zokuziilcyii vol. 113: 26<12-3

7l Zuting shiyuan f.!J.J}!.?1i, Zokuziikyii vol. 113: 26<13-15.

n The author of this preface, Tianyi Yihuai JI::::&tM~, lived from 993 to 1064, that is,

about three generations after Master Yunmen (864-949). He was the compiler of what is to

our knowledge the second printed edition of the Records of Yunmcn of which unfortunately

only this preface is extant.

1) This prince (or, as he called himself, emperor) Liu 'J was either Liu Yin ('JI!i; reo

909-911) orLiu Yan ('J.; reo 911-942). He ruled over the southernmost domain of China

(approximately corresponding to teday's Guangdong province) which at the end of the Tang

had become an independent kingdom.

" The Lingshu monastery :mWIlft was the residence of Master Lingshu Rumin iliW
"llQ~ (died 918 according to the stone inscription of 959).

Yunmen.
75

He was honored with the title '[Master who]

Reestablishes the Genuine'." He taught for more than fifty years,

and one hundred and thirty years have since passed:' There are

words from [his] formal sermons gr¥:, from [talks which] took

up old [sayings or events] ~J5 and from statements with

substitute [answers] ~ft which got dispersed in China's Chan

communities. Then people fond of the matter [of Chan] collected
them and had them carved on printing blocks." When Chan

students enter [my] room and ask for guidance, I find that
[Yunmen's] words are misunderstood and accounts of [his]
encounters erroneous.

Alas! Since we are far away from the time of the sage
[Yunmen], fish eyes are mistaken [for jewels], and the gold of

Yan'" and jewels of Chu" are all mixed with dust and sand. I have

never" yet heard that anyone picked out the autumnal

chrysanthemums and spring orchids [that are Yunmen's genuine
words]. For long I had set my mind to weeding out [wrong
transmission of Yunmen's words (?)], but I had not yet taken

7l Mt. Yunmen is found in northern Guangdong, approximately 7 km north of present

day Ruyuan :¥Lim(. For detailed geographical information see Xintang shu flfJl!fitf 34 1:. [9='

.itffiU edition p. 1096]. This is the mountain from which the Master's and his temple's
names are derived.

76 Kuangzhen ~iJt According to the older stone inscription 'ltt-tl\! this title was

conferred upon Master Yunmen in the year 938.

n Since this preface was written in 1053, i.e. 104 years after Master Yunmen's death,

we must assume that these 130 years are counted from the beginning of the master's
teaching career.

71 Prof Iriya suggests that the following two characters (ZlSIIt) are probably a copyist's

error. They are left untranslated here.

" Yan ~ is the monosyllabic name of the Hubei region.

" Chu ~ designates either Hubei alone or both Hunan and Hubei.

11 Reading it instead of M on suggestion of Prof. lriya.
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measures to fulfIll this cherished wish of mine.

This summer, when staying at Qiupu," I found a little

time to open and read this text while instructing the community.
Then I took the brush to correct it by condensing fIlIIJ. and

supplementing ~I!ll, and I succeeded in making a new edition. [By

this] I aspire to make those who apply themselves to the gate of
sagehood get without fail to the innermost Hall [of Chan], and to
prevent those who tread the Great Path from getting lost in a
multitude of road-forks.

I am ashamed to be so little versed in the art of writing
and to have produced such poor writing [as this preface]; I simply
wrote down facts to introduce the history [of this edition] and can
only hope that accomplished writers will not judge me too harshly
because of this verbose preface.

Written on the fifteenth day of the fifth month of the fifth year of
Huangyou.!i!1t (1053) at the Jingde Chan monastery in Qiupu t'cim
f!;~~~ by the Dharma-transmitting monk [Tianyi] Yihuai ~.~.

The "Tianyi edition" of 1053 for which this preface

was written is unfortunately lost, and all we can know about its

content stems from the preface translated above and from some

additional remarks dispersed in Muan's Zuting shiyuan

commentary. It thus seems" that Tianyi had in 1053 already for a

long time intended to make a new edition of the Records of

Yu n men on the basis of an older printed edition. We can thus

n Qiupu [Jingde] t'cim is a place in the southwestern part of the Guichi district Jt7t!!
~ of Anhui province. As mentioned at the end of this preface, Master Yihuai stayed at the

Jingde f!;~ temple.

" For a different rendering and different conclusions see App, op. cit., p. 29 ff.

conclude that the earliest printed edition must have appeared

before 1050, Le. within the first century after Yunmen's death, and

that lianyi's edition was the second printed edition of the Records

of Yu n men.

Concerning the content of this earliest printed

edition we have to rely entirely on the information furnished by

Muan in the cited preface to the Tianyi edition of 1053. This oldest

edition is said to have contained:

1) formal instructions l:1it;"

2) [teachings] based on old [sayings or events] .1:1;" and

3) statements with substitute [answers] j:;ft...

This is the first explicit reference to materials which are today

found in the second chapter of the Records of Yunmen. We have

seen that the Jingde-Records of the Transmission of the Lamp of

1004 cited nothing at all of the second chapter and only about

three lines of the third chapter of the extant Records of Yunmen.

Now if we are to trust Tianyi's preface as quoted by Muan we will

conclude that the earliest printed edition of the Records of

" Most fonnal instructions are found in chapter 1 (YunmenJu 544c25-553blO) of the

extant Records of Yunmen; the second part of chapter 2 (YunmenJu 561c5-567b5) also

contains instructions starting with shang tang ...tog, but they mostly contain substitute

answers and are probably not to be taken into consideration here.

" Such teachings now fonn the first section of chapter 2 (Yunmenlu 553c24-561c4)

.. Such statements are now collected in the second section of chapter 2 (Yunmenlu 561

567b5)
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Yunmen must have consisted of large parts (or the whole) of

chapters one and two of the extant Records of Yunmen but that it

most probably did not yet include any of the materials which now

make up its third chapter."

Unfortunately we have no way of knowing how

much material was included in each section; if we judge by

Tianyi's words "condensing and supplementing" we must

assume that in some cases there was less and in some more

material than in the also non-extant edition of TIanyi. We also do

not know on what basis TIanyi concluded that some accounts of

encounters etc. were mistaken and what standards he employed

in his efforts at correction. He must have been familiar with the

Yunmen-materials included in the ]ingde-Records of the

Transmission of the Lamp of 1004, but since almost all of those

materials stem from the first chapter of the extant Records of

Yu n men, he must have had additional materials related to the

second chapter. But what materials did he possess? Did he own or

at least have access to a set or several sets of notes taken by

Yunmen's disciples? If so, why did he not mention this? Lack of

evidence compels us to leave these questions unanswered; thus

we have also no way of knowing how different this earliest

printed edition of the Records of Yunmen was from the next

printed edition which appeared in the year 1053.

r7 My analysis of Muan's commentary (see below) will confmn that this was also the

case with the edition(s) which were at Muan's own disposal.

2. THE TIANYI EDITION OF 1053

There is not much to say about this edition; most of

what we know about it stems from its preface which was cited

above. We can assume that significant additions to materials

contained in the earliest printed edition would have been

mentioned in TIanyi's preface; thus the content of his edition is

likely to have been more or less congruent with that of the

earliest edition.

But we have some additional information about

this text in the form of a few references to and remarks

concerning the Tianyi-edition in Muan's Zuting shiyuan

commentary. Muan thought very highly of it and ends many

corrections and criticisms of another printed text with the words:

"See the ancient text by Tianyi". He also refers no less than eight

times to it in order to support his own judgment." We can thus

infer that the content of the text which Muan commented upon

and that of Tianyi's edition of 1053 were also more or less

congruent. Let us thus see what we can find out about Muan's text

and the materials available to him.

3. MUAN SHANQING'S TEXTS

Muan Shanqing's commentary on another lost

edition of the Records of Yu n men not only provides a running

commentary on certain expressions in the text he used but also

.. See below.
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includes a number of references to older editions he had at hand.

These older editions include:

1) The Tianyi edition of 1053 (referred to as "Old Text of Tianyi" 7(

1til;;$:, the "Text of Reverend [TIanyi Yi]huai" m~~;;$:, or simply

"the old text" iI;;$:. The only mention" of an "Old Record of

Yunmen ~r'iljg( may refer to this edition, or to the earliest

printed edition.

2) The "Record of Yunmen's Correspondence to Abilities" ~rnt-tll

W to which some poems are said to have been appended. This

appears congruent with the first chapter of the extant Records of

Yunmen.

3) The unnamed text which Muan used for his commentary.

Muan refers to it in great detail, indicating plate number, segment,

and line number." Since he often points out imperfections such

as omitted characters (which he proceeds to supply in the

commentary) we can assume that this text was not edited by

Muan but was only used by him as a basis for his commentary.

Could it be that the text in question was the oldest printed edition

of the Records of Yu nmen?

Scrutiny of all items of Muan's commentary" (see

.. Zokuz6ky6 vol. 113:3dll.

.. Mentioned in Zokuz6ky6 vol. 1136c5.

" See Table 4.

.. See App, op. cit., p. 241-245 for more detailed observations on information

contained in Muan's commentary and their correspondence to the Records of Yunmen.

Table 4) allows us to draw the following conclusions about the

contents of the text which he commented on:

• Muan's text had a preface which was different from that of 1053

and that of 1076.93

• The rest of Muan's first chapter" is likely to have been almost

identical to that of the extant Records of Yu n men. The items of

Muan's commentary appear in exactly the same sequence as in

the first chapter of the extant text, and there is a natural rhythm (a

few items per page) which indicates that no major part of the text

was missing. At the end of this text's first chapter, however, there

were some verses that are now located at the end of the third

chapter of the Records of Yu n men.

• The second chapter of Muan's text" corresponds quite closely to

the second section of today's second chapter, and Muan's "[Words]

from inside the [Master's] Room"" is with some differences

congruent with the first section of today's second chapter. Thus

these two sections correspond, though differently arranged, to the

entire second chapter of the extant Records of Yu n men.

• At the very end of Muan's text there was a small amount of

different material, probably of biographical content.

.. Entries from Zokuz6ky6 vol. 113: 2a9 to 3al5 (fust 24 items)

" Muan calls the whole fust chapter (including preface and verses) "First Part of the

Records ofYunmen" ~r,jg(L.

.. Muan terms this section "Second Part of the Records of Yunrnen" ~r'jg(r .

.. Muan names this section 'Inside the Room" ~q:..
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• Apart from poems at the end, there is only a relatively small

trace of the third chapter of the extant Records of Yu n men." The

items are so few and scattered that it is likely that Muan's text

contained only small fragments of today's third chapter.

• Muan's precise references to the woodblock edition' he used

allow the reconstruction of the approximate format of his text (see

Table 6): a minimum of sixty-six lines were carved on each plate

(three segments with min. 22 lines), and one plate contained

approximately as much text as one third of a Taish6 page. If we

assume that it included a preface and a text of the length of today's

first and second chapters we arrive at a total number of

approximately sixty-eight plates.

• Muan's commentary appears to have exerted a deep influence

on later editors of the Records of Yu nmen since the extant text

follows Muan's corrections most of the time.

Let us at this point briefly recapitulate the two first

stages in the making of the Records of Yu n men: in the first stage

we were dealing with notes and early manuscripts of hazy

dimensions and content; with the exception of some Zutangji

anecdotes they correspond for the most part to the extant record's

first chapter, which forms no more than 27% of the whole extant

text. In the second stage (early printed editions) we found quite

., See Table 5. items 8al. 8a3-4 ,9al7-l8, 9bl7, lOb13, and lObl6

detailed evidence for materials that now form most of the extant

record's first and second chapters, that is, about seventy percent of

the extant Records of Yu n men." In spite of editorial work on these

early printed texts it appears likely that their content showed no

major divergences. In the third stage, which we approach now,

the third and last chapter of the extant text - of which only

minute traces were found at earlier stages - enters fully into the

picture.

.. The flfSt chapter contains about 27%, the second about 42% of the extant Records of

Yunmen.
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v. THIRD STAGE:

THE COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS.

1. THE SU XIE EDITION OF 1076

Muan finished writing his commentary in 1108,

and it is surprising, to say the least, that he does not make any

mention of the Su Xie edition of 1076. Since this latter edition is

also lost we cannot but trust Su Xie's preface regarding its content.

But since it is possible that this preface was at some later point

tampered with to provide retrospective coverage or justification

for the inclusion of additional materials, we had better make

assertions about the preface rather than about the text it

represents. This preface by Su Xie mentions a variety of additional

materials that are now found in the third chapter of the Records

of Yu n men. The relevant portion of this preface reads as follows:

What is transmitted to posterity comprises
Responses to Questioners Jt~, Records from [the

Teacher's] Room ~U, Statements and Substitute

[Answers] ¥:ft, Critical Examinations WJHf, and the

Biographical Record fTU. As many years have passed and

[the text] contained errors and differences, I have now

consulted [other texts], corrected [them], and had an
unique new edition carved on printing blocks. May it be
eternally disseminated, assist in the forging and tempering
.. of one's own matter'a> [so that it becomes pure like ?] the

clang of the metal [bell] and the sound of the [sounding]
stone,'01 and the precipitous world breaks like tiles and

melts away like ice'02

If [you] divide into sects and layout branches you
will not avoid confusion and errors. [Again,] discussing
merits and writing about virtue means already betraying
the sages of old. [Furthermore,] establishing patterns and
setting up models is.only good for hoodwinking future
students. [Now] if you have the eye [of wisdom] on the

.. Qianchui ~~: the blacksmith's tongs and hammer. This expression is often found

in connection with religious training (for instance in the prefaces of the Linjilu ~jj!fU am
of the Biyanlu ~.U). Cf. Mujaku D6chii's comment in Kallo gosen JJiiffli-tli, Kyoto;

Chiibun shuppansha c:pJtl±lijH±, 1979. (volume 9 T of the Zengaku s6sho IW-~~.

edited by YanagidaSeizan -WP1II~L1J), p.903.

,a> Benfen *?t. The expression benfen qianchui is for instance also found in the third

chapter of the Records of Master Mingjue (~:l:IiiGiIi~!U). After a monk mentioned

Master Deshan's beating somebody, Mingjue said: "In the manner of pure gold which is

refmed a hundred times, one must forge and temper one's very own matter." (T47, No.I998,

686bI9). Cf. also Paul Demieville's masterly discussion of the meanings of fen ?t in

the Annuaire du College de France 1948-1949, pp. 158-160.

101 Jinsheng er yuzhen -ii~ffii:fW. The sound of the metal [bell) and the vibration of

the [sounding) stone. Bell and sounding stone produce two of the traditional eight sounds

(the others being sounds brought forth by pottery, hides, silk strings, wood, gourds, and

bamboo). Orchestral performances started with the sound of the bell and ended with that of

the sounding stone; hence the meaning "beginning and end" which may also playa role

here.

101 Wajie er bing xiao 1LMffii}j(Wj: literaUy, "tiles break and ice melts": a simile for

breaking through or awakening. Cf. the classic example in case 32 of the Blue Cliff

Records ~.U Taisho vol. 48: 172a9-10 and another example in the Letters ofDahui *r.;.
.. Taisho vol. 47:919a28.
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top of the head, where will you meet Yunmen?"

[Written] on the twenty-fifth day of the third month of the
fifty-third [hexagenary] year during the Xining reign ffll~

P'ilOC (1076) by Su Xie, in charge as Vice-legate of Trans

port of the Regions East and West of the Zhe River with
Authority over Exports lfU~jliiliJ#JTniI{l;Ij~1}•.

- Responding to Individual Abilities !:ttl: Yunmenlu 545a16-553blO

- Records from [the Teacher's] Room ~~: Yunmenlu 553c24-56Ic04

- Statements and Substitute [Answers] ~Ht: Yunmenlu 561c05-567b05

- Critical Examinations lIJ¥j~: Yunmenlu 567b16-573b03

Though one cannot say with certainty how much

and what sort of textual material was contained in the chapters

that are mentioned in Su Xie's preface, it appears that it featured

not only the whole or parts of the extant Record's first and second

chapters but also much of the third:

about 500 lines of the Records of Yu n men's "Critical

Examinations" are found in earlier texts (five in the Zutangji and

three in the Jingde-Records of the Transmission of the Lamp. In

the case of the Biographical Record, there is no earlier evidence at

all. 103 I think it quite possible that Su Xie's "collation" effort

included adding these parts. His text can thus be called the first

"Comprehensive Record" J1(~ - a term which is not yet used by

Su Xie but indeed appears in the title of the oldest extant and all

subsequent editions of Master Yunmen's records.

The contrast between the content mentioned in the

preface to Su Xie's text and that of earlier versions is striking. The

text commented on by Muan for instance contained hardly

anything of Records of Yu n men's third chapter, Le. its total

volume amounted at most to about two thirds of today's text. In

contrast, Su Xie's text - if we trust this preface - appears to have

had at least nine tenths of the volume of the extant text. The only

parts that are included in today's Records but go unmentioned in

Su Xie's preface are some poems 104 the "Record of Pilgrimages" itt

:nJl~,". the Master's Testament *~ijiJl~,'" his "Admonitions" 1I

Yunmenlu 544c26-545a12

Yunmenlu 575c03-576a16

- Su Xie's preface:

- The Biographical Record qT~;

Su Xie's text of 1076 was thus - if we are to believe

this preface -probably the first to include the Biographical Record

and the whole of the "Critical Examinations". Only seven out of

,.. Though its style suggests common authorship with the first stone inscription, it

includes later biographical elements and has at least undergone a later editorial pass if it was

not entirely written by a gifted writer familiar with the stone inscription of 959.

'04 Thish6 vol. 47 chapter I: 553bll-c16 and chapter 3: 576b19-c29

,.. T47: 573b4-575a20

'04 T47:575a2I-bll
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~,'01 and the "Petition" ~j!jWfE."1I These parts amount to less than

ten percent of today's Yunmenlu and were soon to be added by

Yuanjue Zongyan, the editor of the version which was later

reproduced to form the earliest extant version of the Records of

Yunmen.

2. THE YUANIUE ZONGYAN OO~*19l: EDITION (AROUND

1144)

The last line of the Records of Yu nmen's oldest

extant complete text which forms part of the Song-text of the

Recorded Sayings of the Old Venerables (Guzunsu yuluJ J:!i~~~mf~

at the Taiwanese National Central Library 1E~~.rr9':9cIll1!ftEl is:

"Collated by Yuanjue Zongyan on Mt. Gu in Fuzhou" {HiiltHltllJlIlJ

Ji:*791t(l!b. The Records' Taisho text features this line not just once

but at the end of each chaptee09 Furthermore, at the end of

chapter three, the Taisho text adds: "Printing blocks engraved by

Wang Yi on Mt. Gu in Fuzhou" {&1:E1iiltHltllJ.:EifHIJ.

It is unfortunate that Zongyan's edition is no

longer extant. However, the colophons mentioned above indicate

that the oldest extant complete text of the Comprehensive

Records of Yu n men is nothing other than a re-publication of the

'01 T47: 575b12-c2

110 T47:576a19-b6

,.. T47 (1988): 553cl8, 567b7, and 576c28.

1144 Zongyan text. Until someone finds counter-evidence, we

must thus assume that Zongyan is the editor of that lost edition of

the Records of Yu n men which became the sole source of all later

editions. There is thus no need to further emphasize the

importance of the role that this man played in the history of the

Records of Yunmen - and other Chan records, for that matter.'1D

Let us now have a brief look at this man and his work.

Not very much is known about Yuanjue Zongyan.

He was a master of the eighth generation of the Yunmen line and

lived four Chan generations after the editor of the 1053 text,

Tianyi Yihuai. Shiina thinks that Zongyan lived from 1074 until

1146.'" Shiina came to this conclusion based on information

found in the fifth chapter of the Xuefeng Gazetteer ]',1~ii!;..

Scholarly opinion is divided as to when he edited the Records of

Yu n men; Yanagida favors a date around 1120,'u but Shiina has

110 See Yanagida, Kosonshuku goroku ko J:!i~1ii~!f~:'lt".In: Yanagida Seizan mffi
~llJ, cd., Guzunsu yuyao i!i#1ifllflJf (Song edition). ed., Zengaku sOsho ~*:a:i!F

series vol. 1. Kyoto: Chfibun shuppansha 9'xtl:\XtH±, 1973, pp. 281-328.

'" Shiina, op. cit., p.190

111 See" Zenseki kaidai 1Ji!~Mm" (Nishitani Keiji "@'~F,g:m and Yanagida Seizan m
ffi~ llJ 2 eds., Zcnke goroku II iJif*llf~ II. Tokyo: Chikuma shob ~.1!fm:, 1974,

p. 475); in Yanagida, Seizan ~ffi~llJ, Rinzairoku J!tt;~. Tokyo: Daizo shuppansha

*iltl:\AA1±, 1972 (Butten koza (L~~~ series, volume 30), p.17; and in "Goroku no

rekishi ~!f~(7)Jft5e", ToM gakuM JI(jjfJffl (Kyoto) 57 (1985), p. 576, Yanagida does

not furnish any evidence other than the similarity of the editing of the Records of Yunmen

and that of the Records of Linji. Because Zongyan's job on the Records of Linji was

finished in 1120 when Ma Fang wrote a preface for that text, Yanagida gathers that the job

on the Records of Yunmen was also being done around this time.
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good evidence to support the theory that this took place between

1143 and 1145, shortly before Zongyan's death.'"

Since Yuanjue Zongyan fathered not only the oldest

extant version of the Records of Yu n men but also that of the

Records of Linji, a comparison of the structure of these two texts is

of interest. Both Demh~ville and Yanagida point out·1< that it was

probably Zongyan who divided the Records of Linji into five

parts. Although further scrutiny of Zongyan's collation of the

Records of Linji (which also takes texts such as the Guzunsu yulu

J:!i~~~lfiik and Sijia yulu / Wujia yulu 12Y*~lfiik/.li*~lfiik into

account) is needed, III it seems probable that the Su Xie edition and

possibly older editions of the Records of Yu n men functioned as

models for the editorial work on the Records of Linji and possibly

other similar Chan records.

To come back to the Records of Yu n men : It is

probable that Zongyan added most parts of the Records of

Yu n men which contain biographical information (Biographical

'" Shiina bases this view mainly on evidence found in chapter 4 of the Gushan

Gazetteer ltWiit. There (:lt~IC1F1iflflJ*, ~I2Y, 12a-13a) it is said that Zongyan moved

to Mt. Gu in the year 1143, and that in 1145 he moved again to Mt. Xuefeng. Shiina

concludes that if Zongyan died in 1146 (see note 188) he must have edited the Yunmen

guanglu between 1143 and 1145. There is no fum evidence to contradict this argument.

", See Demieville, Paul, Les entretiens de Lin-lsi. Paris: Fayard, 1972, p.12 and

Yanagida, Seizan .f!,\Jm~L1t, Rinzairoku fiJl~ii<. Tokyo: Daiw shuppansha *iitl:lX&U,
1972 (Butten koza 1k~~JM series, volume 30), p. 16 ff.

lIS See for instance Yanagida, Seizan -t9Pm~L1t, "Goroku no rekishi ~lfiik(7)J1iBe ".
ToM gakuM JI.t:n!¥la (Kyoto) 57 (1985), pp. 558-578.

Record, Record of Pilgrimages, the Master's Testament, his Last

Instructions, and the Petition with the dream account) and

possible that he contributed a great deal to the rest of the third

chapter. We do not know what source texts Zongyan used while

editing the Records of Yu n men, but he must at least have had

access to Muan's commentary because in the extant text most of

Muan's suggestions for correction of that text are followed. One

cannot exclude the possibility, however, that such corrections

were already introduced in the Su Xie edition and simply adopted

by Zongyan or were put into place during the editing process of

the Guzunsu yulu.

It is likely that Zongyan had access to other

materials published in the first half of the twelfth century,

particularly the Chanlin sengbaozhuan.... The listing of the

correspondences of this text's Yunmen section to the Records of

Yu n men (Table 7) shows that the materials now found in the first

chapter of the Records are most similar. Materials now found in

both sections of the Record's second chapter show some more

differences but are nevertheless similar. The major biographical

sections of the third chapter are represented, but it is remarkable

that only a single episode in the Sengbaozhuan stems from the

Critical Examination WJ~$ section of the third chapter - a section

which makes up no less than one fifth of the extant Records of

Yunmen! Was the Sengbaozhuan's author not aware of these

116 JIi#1iBtft; jap. Zenrin sob6den (published in 1108).
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materials, or did he choose not to include them?

There is one more source stemming from the first

half of the twelfth century which ought to provide some hints as

to what Yunmen materials could have been available to authors

of that period: the Zongmen tongyao.1l7 This text features famous

remarks by Chan masters and comments about these remarks,

and it is to be expected that the sections in the Records of Yu n men

which have a similar character (the "Essence of Words from

Inside the [Master's] Room" ~~~fr~ of chapter two and the

Record of Pilgrimages JktJJ:iI~ of chapter three) are best

represented. Remarkable, apart from the passages not featured in

the Records of Yu n men, is the near absence in the Zongmen

tongyao of anything from the second part of its second chapter

(Statements and Substitute Answers).1l8

In the part of the Zongmen tongyao which deals

directly with Yunmen's sayings, ". the "Critical Examination" 1JJUf

section of the Record's third chapter is rather well represented

(eight passages); on the other hand, the Record's first chapter

(which usually received most of the attention) is only represented

117 *r~>tt~; jap. Shumon toyo. I used a photocopy of the Song edition stored in

the Toyo bunko JIU'FJ'eJ!!' in Tokyo. See Table 8.

lit ~~fU1LOnly Zongmen tongyao *r~>tt~ 780.4-6/ Yunmenlu ~r~~ 562a18-

20. Incidentally, the situation is not very different in the Liandeng huiyao m~1f~which

features to my knowledge only two passages from this part (Zdruzokyo 136: 414b14-16

and 414c7-8).

11. Zongmen tongyao *r~~~ 770-785.

by four passages and one poem. In somewhat later sources which

are not dealt with in this article (such as the Blue Cliff Records ~If

~ and the Chanmen niansongji IWrHti1J~) we find a much more

even distribution of sayings attributed to Yunmen which are now

found in the Records of Yu nmen.

Though this additional information does not prove

anything concerning Zongyan's editorial activities, it shows that

at least some of the materials which (probably) he used for

forming the Comprehensive Records of Yu nmen were also

available to other authors whose works appeared before or

around the time when Zongyan was busy with his new edition.

Having said all this, the role of Zongyan in the

editing process is still far from clear. We can for instance not say

with certainty whether it was him who added the said parts of

chapter three or an earlier editor or whether this was the work of

some later editor who, for whatever reason, left the Zongyan

colophon in place.

But before we come to the end of the story of the

making of the oldest extant edition of theComprehensive Records

of Yu nmen (Le. that contained in the Guzunsu yulu which

differs very little from all subsequent ones) there is one more text

that merits our attention, less because of what it does than because

of what it does not include.
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3. THE XUKAI GUZUNSU YUYAO EXCERPTS""

This text was published in 1238 by Hushi Shiming

~*BiliOO from Mt. Gu JaW as an addition to the Guzunsu yuyao

ii~.m~lf~. With the significant exception of the Records of Linji,

all records in this supplement give only excerpts of larger bodies

of text. Table 9 shows in detail how this text's portion on Yunmen

relates to the extant Records of Yu nmen.

The total volume which this text devotes to

Yunmen amounts to approximately 250 Taish6 lines which is

only about ten percent of the Records of Yu n men's total volume.

Editor Hushi probably included bits and pieces from a basic text

which appears to have contained parts or the whole of the extant

Records of Yu n men's first and second chapter plus the "Record

of Pilgrimages" of chapter three. Since there are practically no

textual discrepancies and the sequence of Hushi's text is totally

congruent with that of the extant Records of Yunmen, we may

assume that the editors of these texts relied on an identical source

text or that one used materials from the other.

But, apart from the fact that Hushi's text features

only a limited selection of Yunmen-materials we note an

important difference: Hushi's text shows no trace of the

voluminous first part ("Critical Examinations" !11m> and of the

". ~~ii~.m~lf~. Zokuz6ky6 vol. 118.

last few sections of the Records of Yu n men's third chapter. Was

this simply a decision by editor Hushi, or did he have a text which

did not include the "Critical Examinations"? In view of the

attitude of the editor towards the first two chapters and the Record

of Pilgrimages, one would expect that had he used Yuanjue

Zongyan's text of 1076 , he would have included at least some

lines from the Critical Examinations. Shiina concludes that the

editor Hushi Shiming must have left out the "Critical

Examinations" material on purpose,m but this very purpose

h .?remains unclear. Did he regard these materials as unaut entlc.

But rather than speculating about reasons we will never fathom,

we could also consider the possibility that these examinations

simply did not form part of the Records of Yu nmen that Hushi

knew.

Subsequent editions of the Records of Yu n men

bear great similarity to the oldest extant edition; Shiina 122 has

listed such editions and inquired into their mutual relationships.

For this article, however, the story ends here with the emergence

of the oldest extant text of the Comprehensive Records of

Yunmen.

121 Shiina, op. cit.. p. 195.

", Shiina, op. cit
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VI. CONCLUSION

First Stage

The three stages which can be traced in the making

of the Comprehensive Records of Yu n men are likely also to be

present in the making of various other Chan "Recorded Sayings".

The first stage (notes and note collections), undoubtedly the most

crucial with respect to the faithfulness of reproduction, choice of

materials, and overall quality of the records, is in most cases

hardly discernible if not totally lost in historical obscurity.

Everything depends on early sources, but in most cases such

sources are not available. Even in such an exceptional case as that

of Yunmen - where we have some nearly contemporary sources

which state that notes were actually taken - we have to face our

inability to assert much more. Not even the identity of the note

takers can be known with certainty, and in spite of the existence of

the nearly contemporary alternative sources which were analyzed

above, we are left in the dark as to the extent and quality of the

note materials at the time of the master's death. All we can

usually say is that some early source material did find its way into

the extant records and some did not. In the case of Yunmen's

Records almost all of the traceable non-biographical material is

now found in the first 27% (chapter I) of the extant text. While

such information may throw some light on the relations of

sources to each other it does not, however, clarify the relation of

early sources to the actual words of the master. So, as in the case of

Socrates, we must in most cases do with the musings and

recollections of disciples endowed with various degrees of

memory, insight, literary talent, and fantasy. Was (or were) the

note taker(s) and early editor(s) to Yunmen what the evangelists

were to Jesus? Or what Plato was to Socrates? Or what Eckermann

was for Goethe and Frauenstadt for Schopenhauer: secretaries

with an eye for details but without the intellectual capacity to

grasp let alone present their masters' thought nearly as well as

they could do it themselves? We do not know, and we probably

never will.

Second Stage

The second stage, that of early editions, is difficult

to reconstruct in spite of a generally greater amount of available

sources. The main difficulty at this stage lies, apart from the loss

of early editions, in the lack of knowledge about the editors and

the paucity or non-existence of information about the editorial

processes which led to such editions. Most of the time we have to

rely on early prefaces which could equally have been subject to

later editorial "improvements" and are thus not above suspicion.
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In the case of Yunmen's Records we can for this stage fortunately

rely, in addition to such early prefaces, on a commentary to a lost

edition. This puts us in the position to notice that early editions

probably contained a good two-thirds of the extant text in a more

or less similar order.

Bu t the case of the Records of Yu n men is

exceptional not only because of this commentary but also because

it was apparently first printed less than one century after the

master's death. This does not necessarily make it more faithful to

the original teachings of the master, but it may have set some

limits to the creative urges of later editors. With other texts,

particularly texts of "sectarian" interest such as the Records of

Linji or the Records of Dongshan, the role of Song and even later

editors acquires an ever greater weight. Of course, even different

versions of the texts on which such records were based show

significant differences. A telling and interesting example is

certainly found in the making of the Records of Linji ; it is

striking how much three versions of a supposedly identical text

which formed one of its major sources and stems from 1004'"

differ - and how similar the more souped-up versions are to the

'" I refer of course to the Jingdc-Rccords of the Transmission of the Lamp :Jit~~~

~; the versions in question are the Song version (Yanagida, Seizan ~Hl~L1.J [ed.] ,

Zengaku sosho ~*it. vol. 6. Kyoto: Chfibun shuppansha ~Xlfjxtif±, 1976), the

Dongchansi *~~ version (Keitoku Dentoroku Jjt1f.j{(!f.miJ. Kyoto: Zenbunka kenkyfijo

fJi!.x1t.fiJf~m, 1990) and the Korean version (Yanagida, op. cit.)

earliest extant Records of Linji'" which was also edited by

Zongyan Yuanjue.

Third stage

In the third stage (Comprehensive Records) we are

usually so far away from the life and teaching activity of the

masters and so ignorant of what went on earlier in the editing

process of their records that we can do little more than compare

texts and versions of texts with each other to find out what was

changed or added during the final editing process of the extant

versions. In the case of Yunmen's Records we saw that this last

step probably involved the addition of almost one third of the

extant text and possibly also some rearrangement of parts of the

whole. In the case of other texts such as the Records of Linji, this

third phase involved even more substantial editorial activity.

Textual comparisons make the value of the few

relatively uncorrupted early sources all the more apparent. While

for early Chan we have a treasure trove of information from the

Dunhuang caves, the situation is much less favorable for classical

,>4 This example was partly chosen because one of these versions of the Jingdc-RecorrJs

of the Transmission of the Lamp :llt~~~~, the Dongchansi *)jf.~ edition, appeared

only recently (see previous note) and partly because the earliest extant versions of both the

Records ofLinji and those of Yunmen were, as mentioned above, edited by the same man.
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Chan since there is, with the exception of the Collection from the

Hall of the Founders (Zutangji) and epigraphical sources, little

material that did not pass through the hands of Song editors.

However, by comparing what little information we can get out of

such early source materials with the "finished product"; we can

gain at least some limited insight into the extent and quality of

editorial work which eventually led to the Recorded Sayings that

we know. The contrast between the Zutangji materials and later

materials on both Yunmen and Linji are very interesting cases in

point.

Ultimately, even a totally documented and

transparent editing process could not solve the more basic

question of how the content of these records corresponds to the

actual words that the Chan masters spoke. Additionally, there are

of course also a variety of other aspects which should be taken

into account and were not even touched upon in this paper. I

think here for instance of the idiosyncrasies of linguistic

expression, teaching methods, favorite quotes, manner of dealing

with students, etc. which sometimes put a certain characteristic

stamp on a master's teaching. Why is it, for instance, that the

Records of Yu n men bear in their vocabulary and overall "flavor"

so much resemblance to the Records of Muzhou?w How much of

this "flavor" is the work of editors? What differences can be

observed in this respect in a relatively idiosyncratic and

w ~tH~lf~. Zokuzokyo vol.ll9.

uncorrupted source such as the Zutangji ? What linguistic and

other leads permit a clearer definition of the principles and extent

of editorial work?'"

We still stand at the beginning of such work in the

sphere of classical Chan, and it is to be expected that further

research will increase our knowledge of the quality and extent of

Song editorial changes, of the history of the "primary" source

materials, and by implication of the value of these sources for

research on various aspects of classical Chan.

,,. For the detennination of the influence of later editors on such texts much may be

expected from linguistic research. Such research was pioneered by my teacher Prof. Iriya

who has lectured on the Records of Yunmen for almost a decade and who at age eighty

retires from the faculty of Hanazono College with the appearance of this journal. To him

this paper is dedicated in gratitude for many unforgettable excursions into the universe of

Chinese language and thought and for many hours of unselfish help.
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VII. TABLES OF TEXTUAL
CORRESPONDENCES

ThliliU: The Zutangji (952) and the Yunmenlu
w.¥:~t~r,~

~: The Stone Inscriptions (959/964) and the Yunmenlu
1i$~ t~r,~

~: The Jingde chuandenglu (1004) and theYunmenlu
~~{f~~t~r%~

~: The Linjianlu (1107) and the Yunmenlu
*f:rd'l~t~r,~

Iil!!lU: The Zuting shiyuan (1108) and the Yunmenlu
w.1l!~fri: t ~r,~

Table 6. Muan Shanqing's text (before 1108) and the Yunmenlu
~Jtt'i!f9lJP(!) T -t- Art~ r,~

IaliliU: The Chanlin sengbaozhuan (1122) and the Yunmenlu
ffi!i*f:-fi!lJt{f t ~r,~

Ill!:lli<....8.: The Zongmen tongyao (1135) and the Yunmenlu
*r,Mc~ t ~r,~

Ialili<..2: The Xukai guzunsu yuyao (1238) and the Yunmenlu
*11ffl1~r~~:nmf~ t ~r,~

Table 1: Relation of the Yunmen-section of the Collection from
the Hall of the Founders W. ¥:~ to theRecords of Yunmen

~H%~

ZUTANGJI YUNMEN GUANGLU REMARKS

tJl¥:~ ~r'~~T47

3.91,14 - 3.92,09 (1) Biography. No obvious relation

Chfibun to Yunmenlu biography

shuppansha ed.

q:.)(ili~.f±

3.92,08 - 3.92,09 - (2) One exchange; not found in

Yunmenlu

3.92,09 - 3.92,10 566a08 (3) One almost identical fragment of

(II;~jFft~fr) public instruction; context somewhat

different

3.92,10 - 3.93,12 553bll-18 (4) The CC's songs are substantially

(l;t--*~) different and much lonl!er.

3.93,12 - 3.94,08 -- (5) Zongmo verses (*Jj,M~).

Not found in Yunmenlu

3.94,08 - 3.94,10 566a22-24 (6) Similar passage; in CC it is a

m;~jFft~fr) monolol!ue, in Yunmenlu a dialol!ue.

3.94,10 - 3.94,13 - (7) One exchange; not found in the

Yunmenlu.

3.94 13 - 3.94 14 550b19-20 (I;Jt~) (8) One almost identical exchanl1:e.

3.94 14 - 3.95 02 549a29-b02(I'Jt~) (9) One almost identical exchanl1:e.

3.95,02 - (10) Short exchange not found in

Yunmenlu.

3.95 02 - 3.95 04 546aI7-19(I;Jt~) (1) Very similar exchanl!e.

3.9504 - 3.95,06 571a03-05 (II1;l1MJ$) (2) Similar exchanl!e.

3.95,07 - 3.95,08 570b18-19 (III;l!bm) (3) Similar exchanl!e.
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Table 2: Relation of the Teaching Fragments contained in the

two Stone Inscriptions Jftt1iI\!/1i1\!iii to the Records of

Yunmen ~ r~ ~

STELE STELE RECORDS REMARKS
OF 959: OF 964: OF
(S959) (S964) YUNMEN
lift-HI\! ~I\!~ ~f1ifJ.

111.16- 117.02-03 573b05-1O (I) Yunmen's meeting with Muzhou.
112.01 Ch. III Small difference between S959 and
(Tokiwa ed. lfi:fJiEifJ S964, but marked differences

'M"~ 575c15-16 especially in the introductory story

*~) Ch. III fiifJ between Yunmenlu and the stone
inscriptions and even between the
two accounts in the Yunmenlu.

112.04-05 117.05-06 573b22-26 (2) Episode featuring Yunmen and
Pilgrim. record Xuefeng. Yunmenlu and S964 add a
Ch.1lI sequel whose content is similar and
lfi:fJiEifJ whose answer by Yunmen is

identical. Yunmenlu has "three
pounds of flax" in place of S959 and
S964's "two pounds of flax."

112.11 117.12 545b01-02 (3) Identical exchange; only slightly
Ch. I, 1f.fJl different introduction (cf. CDL

fW~U T51:356c3 which
features a different answer).

112.11-12 118.01 546b03 (4) S959 and Yunmenlu have the
Ch. I, 1f.fJl same exchange with a slightly

different introduction; S964 shows
only a minor stylistic difference.

112.16- - 553a09 (5) Exchange of Yunmen with the

113.02 Ch. I, 1f.fJl emperor about the meaning of Chan.
Somewhat different lead-in but
essentially identical first part of
exchange. Yunmenlu does not feature
the additional question and answer
and the episode mentioned in S959.

113.06 --- 55Ia03-04 (6) The first part of this episode is
Ch. I, 1f.fJl not found in the Yunmenlu but in

almost identical form (though in a
somewhat different context) in
Zutangji m:\i!:#; 3.92,9.
Yunmen's response to the appearance
of three monks is similar in Yunmenlu
and S959.

113.7 118.5 551a9-1O (8) S959 and S964 are identical, and
Ch. I, 1f.fJl their exchange is congruent with

Yunmenlu's. However, Yunmenlu
adds an additional question and
answer.

113.07-08 118.5 545b29-cOI (9) Identical except for slightly
Ch.l, 1f.fJl different wordinl!: in Yunmenlu.

113.8 - - (10) Story of Yunmen beating up a
newly arrived monk is not contained
in S964 and Yunmenlu.

113.08 -- 548bl4 (II) This instruction stands, in
Ch. I, 1f.fJl slightly different wording, in the

middle of a longer talk in Yunmenlu.
Not contained in S964.

113.11 118.7-8 - (12) These words uttered on
Yunmen's deathbed are contained in
in both stone inscriptions but not in
Yunmenlu.

113.12 118.9 575b22 ff. (13) Last instructions are very short
Ch III iEilt in S959 and S964 but longer and

much more detailed in Yunmenlu.

- 118.15-16 576b08-1O (14) Words of Yunmen who
Ch III fftPi appeared in a dream to Ruan

Shaozhuang are of similar content in
S964 and Yunmenlu but much
wordier in the latter.
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Table 3: Relation of the Yunmen-section of the ]ingde-Records of
the Transmission of the Lamp J!t tm f!!J 1ft i1c to the

Comprehensive Records of Yunmen 1t 1'1 JJtl i!Ic

CHUAN- RECORDS OF YUNMEN REMARKS
DENGLU ~r'JJl~

:ll!:~Wii~
T 51

356b27-c2 - (1) Biography_ Surprisingly little

information

356c2-3 545bOl-2 (l:Jttl) (2) Essentially identical exchanl!e

356c4-14 545bl6-26 (l;Wtl) (3) EssentiallY identical instruction

356c15-2S 545c20-546a4 (I-Wtl) (4) EssentiallY identical instruction

356c29-357a3 546a19-23 o-Wtl) (5) Essentially identical instruction

357a4-S 546bl1-14 (I;Wtl) (6) EssentiallY identical instruction

357a9 547a02 n-Wtl) (7) EssentiallY identical instruction

357alO-27 546b2S-cl6 n-Wtl) (S) Essentially identical instruction

357a2S-c11 547a04-b15 n-Jttl) (9) EssentiallY identical instruction

357c13-26 54Sb07-21 (I;Jttl) (10) Essentially identical

instruction

357c27-35Sa6 54ScOS-15 (I;Wtl) (11) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sa7-1O 549aOS-11 (I;Wtl) (12) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sa11-lS 549b2S-c6 (I;Wtl) (13) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sa19-20 550b27-29 (I;Wtl) (14) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sa21-b3 550a22-b5 (I;Wtl) (15) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sb4-6 551c2D-22 (I;Wtl) (16) Essentially identical

instruction

35Sb6-25 552a04-24 (17) Essentially identical

(I;Wtl) instruction

358b26 (IS) Not found in Yunmenlu

358b26-28 567b24-27 (Ill-I!b!JtJ (I9) Somewhat different exchanl!e

35Sb29-c1 549bOS-1O (l;Jttl) (2m Somewhat different exchanl!e

35Sc1 545b2S (I;Wtl) (21) Beginning of exchange

identical but Yunmenlu continues

35Sc2-3 546b20-22 (I;Wtl) (22) Questions identical, but

answers reversed

35Sc4-6 54Sb24-25 (I;Wtl) (23) EssentiallY identical exchanl!e

358c6-9 - (24) Not found in Yunmenlu

35Sc1 553c14 (I;ir1 ) (25) Identical verse

35Scl1-12 545c05-6 (l;Jttl) (26) Essentially identical exchanl!e

35Sc12-14 549a29-b2 (l-Wtl) (27) EssentiallY identical exchanl!e

35Sc15 552c24-25 (I;Wtl) (2S) EssentiallY identical exchanl!e

35Sc16-17 547c04 (I;Wtl) (29) Identical question, different

answer

35Sc17-lS 54Sb22-23 (I;Jttl) (30) Essentially identical

exchanl!e

35Sc1S 553b02 (I;Wtl) (31) Essentially identical

exchanl!e

35Sc19-21 54ScOl-2 (I;Wtl) (32) Slil!htly different exchanl!e

35Sc21-22 545b15 (I;Jttl) (33) Essentially identical

exchanl!e

35Sc22 549c22-23 (I;Wtl) (34) Somewhat different question,

identical answer

35Sc23 547c02 (I;Wtl) (35) Identical question, somewhat

different answer

35Sc24 546a24 (I;Jttl) (36) Identical exchanl!e
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358c25 545c02 (I;IHll) (37) Different question, same first

answer

358c26 (545c17) (I;ti~) (38) No second answer in

Yunmenlu

358c26-27 55OcI6-17 a:ti~) (39) Slil!htlv different exchange

358c28 545c09 (I;titl) (40) Different question, identical

answer

358c29-359aOI (551327) (I;titl) (41) Different question and setting,

identical answer

359aOI-3 553b19-21 (I;m) (42) Essentiallv identical verse

Table 4: The Linjianlu (1107) and the Yunmenlu

*rdl~c*r,~

LINJIANLU RECORDS OF Remarks

*rdl~
YUNMEN

ZZ 148 *r,~~

294bl-3 - Author Juefan Huihong asks why Yunmen was not

mentioned in the Song gaosengzhuan

296b8-12 - Story of note taking on paper robes

297d17-298a3 545c24-29 Linjianlu shows some differences to Yunmenlu,

I; "ttl
especially in 298aOI and 3. Some of its different

wordings are similar to the Jingde chuangdenglu.

311d9-1O 546a24 Mentions a shorl saying by Yunmen.

I: titl

314cl-2 545c08 Mentions a poem related to Yunmenlu 545c8

I; titl

319b14-15 553c16 Yunmenlu does not contain this anecdote but

I; m1JQ mentions the title of the song. Cf. also z:z
137:225dI4-15.

320b5-6 572313 ff. Reference to story which in Yunmenlu is told of

III; WJm "a monk"; Linjianlu and Biyanlu (T48:153b3 ff.)

say this monk was Dongshan Shouchu

il1iI L1J;rw (910-990)
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Table 5: Correspondence between Zuting shiyuan
1f11J1JjJJ!i and the Records of Yunmen 'ltf'JJJfii.

Zuting RECORDS OF TAISHOZUTING
YVNMEN VOL. 47SHIYUAN shiyuan:
~r~il

m~
lost text
chapter

CHAPTER/¥JP: PART

ZZI13

2a9 ...t gilijt

2a011 ...t ~~

2a014 ...t .il:lllir

2a17 ...t ~~

2b4 ...t ~Jl.\lt~na

2bB ...t .MlIl5:f±D

2b13 ...t ~~

2b14 ...t l!!!!~

2b16 ...t ~~

...t r.~ifR ...tm~ 545a082c1

2c2 ...t ;o~iM.E

2cll ...t ~!1J

2c13 ...t ~f\

2c16 ...t -1,iJ

2d2 ...t ~~Ji

2d5 ...t ~*
2d7 ...t 9IJllH.

2dB ...t ~1JC

2d10 ...t $l~'1ffijVc

2d12 ...t ~~

2d19 ...t B~1Jl

3a5 ...t -rJtll1s;f"
3a11 ...t iJJjil!

3a12 ...t :n~

3a15 ...t =~ ...tm~ 545a19
3a18 ...t 11* ...tm~ 545a19
3b3 ...t Iill~ ...tm~ 545a19 ?
3b9 ...t NiX ...tm~ 545a19
3b12 ...t ~ ?

3b14 ...t ~~ ...tm~ 545b23
3b15 ...t IlIlIlN ...tm~

3b16 ...t Bi ...tm~ 545c23
3b17 ...t =* ...tm~ 545c24
3c1 ...t T-7t ...tm~ 545c24
3c6 ...t ~j}lJUf' ...tm~ 545c25
3d3 ...t T:!t!l ...tm~ 545c26
3d5 ...t j!fflKfliit ...tm~ 545c27
3d7 ...t IJI ...tm~ 546a06
3d9 ...t ~ ...tm~ 546a13
3dlO ...t 1ifM ...tm~ 546a23
3dll ...t j!¥J;;!t ...tm~ 546a24
3d14 ...t ~'I1J ...tm~ 546a28
3d16 ...t lit ...tm~ 546b03
3d17 ...t Jj.1j::S1ii~ ...tm~ 546b05
4a3 ...t -~ ...tm~ 546b06
4a5 ...t ~~ ...tm~ 546b07
4a6 ...t ~mt ...tm~ 546b12
4a7 ...t E~ ...tm~ 546b26
4a13 ...t ~;o ...tm~ 546cl1
4a15 ...t ~~1?j;¥J;; ...tm~ 546c29
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4a18 ..t. tt·~ ..t.m.- 547a05

4bl ..t. tim ..t.m.- 547a14

4b2 ..t. ~J]( ..t.m.- 547c07

4b5 ..t. ~mU! ..t.m.- 548al0

4cl ..t. :JT!l!tM ..t.m.- 548all

4c2 ..t. tl* ..t.m.- 548a16

4d2 ..t. J}t~ ..t.m.- 548a25

4d3 ..t. tiU ..t.m.- 548b13

4d4 ..t. :ltlYllJ ..t./ti.- 548b24

4d5 ..t. ~~ J:./1t.f!i 546a15

4d7 ..t. §"a, ..t.m.- 548c06

4d16 ..t. ~1j;fU ..t.m.- 54&18

4d17 ..t. ~~ ..t.m.- 54&26

4d18 ..t. ffl-~ ..t./ti.- 54&28

5aOl ..t. flttilll ..t.m.- 549a06

5a2 ..t. m~ ..t.m.- 549b09

5a3 ..t. r¥~ ..t.m.- 549bl0

5a5 ..t. mti ..t.m.- 549clO

5a6 ..t. litt ..t.m.- 549cl3

5a7 ..t. fJfm~"/;f ..t./t-t.- 550a03

5a9 ..t. - t.ll:{l{1t ..t.m.- 550b09

Sbl ..t. m/F~Uj; ..t./ti.- 550b22

5b12 ..t. ~m ..t./ti.- 550b24

Sb13 ..t. ~Jb ..t.m.- 55Oc13

Sb14 ..t. l1tm~m ..t.m.- 55Oc16

Sel ..t. ~~~ ..t.m.- 55Oc17

5c2 ..t. M'~ ..t.m.- 550c28

5c3 ..t. ·tt·tt ..t./ti.- 551a06

5c4 ..t. M1 ..t.m.- 551b03

5c6 ..t. ~~ ..t./ti.- 551b04

5c8 ..t. Zi~ ..t.m.- 551b06

SelO ..t. ~~ ..t.m.- 55lc26

Se12 ..t. ~~ ..t.m.- 551c28

Se13 ..t. t~i1!f ..t.m.- 551c28

Se14 ..t. jt~ ..t.m.- 552a06

Se16 ..t. ~~~~mm ..t.m.- 552a21

Se18 ..t. JIliii ..t.m.- 552b15

Sdl ..t. lif! ..t.m.- 552b29

Sd5 ..t. rem ..t.m.- 552c07

5d6 ..t. mW1!lli~ J:./lkfM 553b04

Sd8 ..t. iM~ ..t.m.- 553a02

Sd9 ..t. ~ff ..t.m.- 553a17

5dl0 ..t. pK;~ ..t.m.- 553a17

5dll ..t. 1f:JT ..t.m.- 553a26

5d12 ..t. vtffl ..t./~m 553b13

5d14 ..t. m~ ..t.~m 553b19

6all ..t. ~M ..t./~m 553b23

6a12 ..t. *,1:\; ..t./~m 553b24

6a14 ..t. -lf~}\t!§: ..t./~m 553b25

6b10 ..t. I±l = Io]~!t 7'/1)fi 576b19

6b15 ..t. mmljo/}ilm-m 7'/1)fi 576b22

6b16 ..t. ~f~ 7'/1)fi 576b28

6b17 ..t. lUlq.D 7'/1)fi 57&05

6b18 ..t. i/lilli. 7'11)fi 57&08

6c2 ..t. 71H~m#J* 7'/1)fi 57&14

6c3 ..t. ~~ 7'/1)fi 576c23

6c4 ..t. ft1J 7'/1)fi 57&24

6c5 ..t. /ill-G~ 7'/1)fi 576c27
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6CJ T ~tlilt

6c11 T JI!~

6c11 T ?Effii>f~

6c15 T ~:!t!l l=j:J/ft~fr 562a26
6c17 T ffit&"1PJ l=j:J/ft~fr 562c<Xi-7

6dl T -t1LAJl l=j:J/ft;;fr 562c19
6d4 T N1r¥ti!j\f l=j:J/ft~fr 563a08
6d6 T ~l§- l=j:J/1t~fr 563al0
6d7 T If-W: l=j:J/ft~fr 563a16
6d8 T ~Jt l=j:J/ft~fr 563a21
6d14 T ~~ l=j:J/1t;;fr 563a27
6d17 T j/f{§: l=j:J/ft;;! 563a27
6d18 T *~ l=j:J/1t~fr 563b24
7aOl T ~tiY l=j:J/ft~fr 563b25
7a2 T 1t;lil. l=j:J/ft~fr 564aOl
7a3 T 8~j l=j:J/ft~fr 564a08
7a4 T i~~ l=j:J/ft;;fr 564all
7a5 T fl§'m l=j:J/ft~! 564all
7a6 T ~~ l=j:J/ft~fr 564a14

7a7 T rI~ l=j:J/1t~fr 564a21
7a8 T Ma

?13

7a9 T >f~ l=j:J/ft~fr 564a26
7al0 T 1!;~ l=j:J/ft~fr 564a29
7a15 T W~i1iM*! l=j:J/ft~fr 564b13
7b7 T ~mll£ l=j:Jl1t~fr 564b22
7r:2 T ~7j( l=j:J/ft~fr 564b24
7c3 T iItH l=j:J/ft~fr 564c14
7e4 T ~*jt l=j:J/ft~fr 564c15
7c6 T JHL)l'7':: l=j:J/ft~! 565aOl

7e8 T ~:xm"*-~ l=j:J/ft~fr 565a13

7d4 T 1lT"*-?!I=. l=j:J/ft~fr 565a21

7d6 T Jt~m.llR. l=j:J/ft~fr 565a23

7dll T mJl~iiJ~ l=j:J/ft~fr 565c06

7d14 T f[;-f- l=j:J/ft;;fr 565c09

8aOl T AJi!. 7'/I!bM 571a27

8a3 T PJ;Jm 7'/I!bM 571b04

8a4 T Jitm 571b06?

8a5 T A~ l=j:J/1t~! 566b15

8a6 T ;l3~1t~~ l=j:J/ft~! 566b28

8al0 T N1~~]t l=j:J/ft~! 566c21

8b7 T A*JU~:A l=j:J/ft~! 566c26

8blO T ~1t~ l=j:J/ft~fr 566c29

8bll T ~i1i~ l=j:J/1t~fr 567a22

8b12 T ~Ml l=j:J/1t~fr 567a24

8b14 T ~ l=j:J/ft~fr 567a25

8b15 T ~ill l=j:J/ft~fr 567a29

Bbl8 §[l=j:J 1L~ ??

Bel §[l=j:J ~E ??

&8 §[l=j:J 1J,\J1~ l=j:J/§[l=j:J 554a02

&9 §[l=j:J itMilm: l=j:J/§[l=j:J 554a15

&13 §[l=j:J ~5t>f:7t l=j:J/§[l=j:J 554b12

Bel4 §[l=j:J ~~ ...t/!lf-t11 55lb07?

&18 §[l=j:J ~O*jj"Ji l=j:J/§[l=j:J 554c15

8d9 §[l=j:J ~r", l=j:J/§[l=j:J 554c18

8dlO §[l=j:J ,*-x;: l=j:J/§[l=j:J 555a08

8dll §[l=j:J **1t l=j:J/§[l=j:J 555b07

8d13 §[l=j:J GiIi-x;: l=j:J/§[l=j:J 555b15

8dl6 §[l=j:J il~ ?
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8d17 ~g:, i¥inni'it g:,/~ g:, 555b2l

9a14 ~g:, lltfL g:,/~ g:, 555c22

9a15 ~g:, M g:,/~ g:, 556a20

9a16 ~g:, ~i~ g:,/~ g:, 556a24

9a17 ~g:, lUt 7'/1!b1J1 572b16?

9a18 ~g:, 8ft 7'/J!b1J1 572c28

9b2 ~g:, ~Ci1i~~ g:,/~ g:, 556c17

9b7 ~g:, ~~ g:,/~ g:, 556c28

9b9 ~g:, 1*J::1JD~ g:,/~ g:, 557all

9bll ~g:, !jti'tt g:,/~g:, 557a14nP

9b12 ~g:, 1J!tJ g:,/~ g:, 557a16

9b17 ~g:, ~ifr.~!P 7'/1!IJ1J1 573a04

9b18 ~g:, ~~:!ltm~ g:,/~ g:, 557b12

96 ~g:, .=lJtA g:,/~g:, 557b18

9c9 ~g:, .1~r", g:,/~ g:, 557b23

9cl2 ~g:, ~J'f;~;alK\ g:,/~ g:, 557c20

9d3 ~g:, U g:,/~ g:, 558a13

9d4 ~g:, ~'!ti g:,/~ g:, 558a18

9d5 ~g:, *:!ltJ1ll*ll~ g:,/~ g:, 558a26

9d7 ~g:, i~m g:,/~ g:, 558bOl

9d8 ~g:, ~Ci1iA g:,/~ g:, 55&14

9d9 ~g:, m~ g:,/~ g:, 55&22

9dll ~g:, litI\1t#iJl;-aJ; g:,/~ g:, 55&26

9d13 ~g:, .n~ g:,/~ g:, 559a26

9d15 ~g:, w.~ g:,/~ g:, 559a27

9d16 ~g:, 7M§il g:,/~ g:, 559a27

9d17 ~g:, Mt~ff~ g:,/~ g:, 559a27

lOa6 ~g:, ff~ g:,/~ g:, 559a27

lOa9 ~g:, ~:!lt/;;J:!lt g:,/~ g:, 559a29

lOa14 ~g:, 1t~ g:,/~ g:, 559b09

lOa16 ~g:, filII g:,/~g:, 559b25

lOa18 ~g:, loJ~m g:,/~ g:, 559cl9

lOb2 ~g:, lI1t~ g:,/~ g:, 560a06

lOb4 ~g:, ~~ g:,/~ g:, 560a15

lOb6 ~g:, 1'1im g:,/~ g:, 560b18

lOb7 ~g:, 1!~ g:,/~ g:, 560cll

lObS ~g:, ~!iIc g:,/~ g:, 56Oc18

lOblO ~g:, *i* g:,/~g:, 560c23

lObll ~g:, ~~ g:,/~ g:, 56lb18

lOb12 ~g:, P§~ g:,/~ g:, 56lb25

10b13 ~g:, m1H~~3:: 7'/jfjjj 573c28

10b16 ~g:, ~li;8 7'/jfjjj 574c18

10b18 1f1i1t 1f1i1t 576a?
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Table 6.: Muan Shanqing's Text and the Records of Yunmen

~!ll!:~9J!P(7)T~A "t~r,~

Zutinit!Jjyuan Plate Section Line in Records of Yunmen
tJ11fI ~g number on plate section 1tr1iJ
8dlO 5 top IS SSSa08

8d11 6 top 13 SSSb07

8d13 6 18 SSSb1S

9b7 12 bollom 12 SS6c28

9b12 13 3 SS7a16

9d4 16 bottom 6 SS8a18

9d8 17 top 9 SS8c14

9d9 17 top 22 SS8c22

lOa6 19 middle 2 SS9a27

lOa14 19 11 SS9b09

lOa18 20 middle 22 SS9c19

Table 7: The Yunmen-section of the Chanlin sengbaozhuan

jftJ;.#1f1Jff.!! and the Yunmenlu 1tr1iJ

Sengbaozhuan Yunmenlu Remarks

{flJf{¥. ~f'1il<

ZZ 137

224b13-16 S73bOS-lO Earliest source for story of hurt leg in

III; ~jJi!~ meetinj?; with Muzhou.

224c2-4 S73b1D-22 Meeting with Xuefeng; very simple

1lI; ~jJi!~ account. Yunmenlu is much more

elaborate.

224c4-6 - Anecdote of day after meeting; not

contained in the Yunmenlu.

224c6-1O S74c07-13 Almost identical story but at some

1lI; ~jJi!~ places (esp. 224c7/SS4c9) different

wordinl!.

224cl1-14 S74a26-b1 Almost identical encounter story

III; ~jJii~

224c14-16 S74a07-10 Similar encounter story with somwehat

III; ~jJii~ different wording (esp. 224c16 / S74a9-
10).

224c16-d7 S74b19-29 Similar encounter story with somwehat

III; ~jJi!~ different wording. However, the

Yunmenlu account continues (S74b29-
c2)'

224d7-12 S7Sc21-26 Meeting with Lingshu, becoming head

m;qT~ monk

224d12-18 S7Sc27 ff. Becoming abbot and moving to new

III' qT~ temole at Ml. Yunmen

224d18-22Sa01 SS2b13-14 Slight difference in lead-up but

1; fttl identical instruction.

22SaOI-11 SS2b2S-c7 Essentially identical instruction with

I; fttl only slij?;htlv different wordinl!.

22Sal1-14 S47a04-8 Identical instruction with some variant

I' fttl characters.
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225a14-18 546a19-24 Essentially identical instruction with

I' JJ~ only slightly different wordinl!.

225a18-b11 545c20-546a4 Essentially identical instruction but

I; JJ~ does not include the exchange
appended in the Yunmenlu and has

rather different wording, esp. in 225b5-9

/ 545c26-546a2. The wording Of
Chuandenglu and the Wudeng huiyuan

is closer to the Yunmenlu..

225bll-14 549c28-550a2 Different setting and introduction but

I; JJ~ almost identical instruction. Does not

include the exchange appended in

Yunmenlu.

225b14-17 553a13-16 Different setting and introduction but

I' Jt~ almost identical instruction.

225b17-c4 554b08-12 Yunmen's words are similar but

II' ~ 'i'~lt~ introductions and links auite different.

225c04-7 555a24-26 Differences in wording and setting. In

II; ~ 'i' ~lt~ the Yunmenlu Yunmen poses the fIrst

Question in the Senl!baozhuan"a monk..

225c07-1O 555b14-17 Slight differences in wording.

II; ~ 'i' ~lt~
225clO-13 557c26-29 Differences in wording and setting. In

II; ~'i'~!l-~ the Yunmenlu Yunmen quotes a saying

and asks about it, in the Sengbaazhuan
a monk.

225c13-16 571b07-1O Apart from other differences, the

ill; #JJm Sengbaozhuan gives the exact date for

Yunmen's visit of the caDital.

225c16-18 565c02-3 & 565c13- The first part of the fIrst Yunmenlu
14 exchange and the second part of the

II; ~1Fft~lt second appear in the Sengbaozhuan

merged into one.

225c18-d3 559aI5-17 Only slight textual differences, but

II; ~'i'~!l-~ different setting; the Sengbaozhuan

makes this appear as a continuation of
225c18.

225d03-5 560b04-7 Apart from some textual differences,
II; ~'i'~!l-~ the Yunmenlu sets this up as a quote of

Seng Zhao and Yunmen's comment. In

the Sengbaozhuan everything appears
as Yunmen's words.

225d05-7 562cll-13 Again, the episode is similar but the
II; ~1Fft~!l- context different. In the Yunmenlu this

follows a short public instruction, in the

Senl!baozhuan the previous exchange.
225d07-8 - Introduction to song section
225d09-1O 553b24-26 Identical poem.

I' -m,1J'{
225dlO-ll 553b26-27 Somewhat different (four different

I' -m,1J'{ characters).
225dll-12 553c13 One different character, one variant.

I' -m,~

225d12-13 553c15 Identical poem except for one
I' -m,1J'{ character.

225d13-14 553cll-12 Identical poem.
I' -m,1J'{

225d14-18 (553c16) Explanation about the words mentioned
I; -m,1J'{ in Yunmenlu 553c16 and a poem by

another master about these words.
225d18-226a01 Biographical information about death

and burial of Yunmen.
226aOl-8 576b09 ff. Account of Ruan Shaozhang's dream,

III; Mfft the opening of the stupa and the
worship of Yunmen's mummy at the

capital. Different text but imilar
content.

4226a9-15 - Additional remarks by the author of the
Sengbaozhuan.
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Table 8: The Zongmen tongyao and the Yunmenlu

*r'ff.1C~t~r%~

ZONGMEN RECORDS OF Remarks
TONGYAO YUNMEN
*r,;fJt~ ~r'll
Toyo bunko ed.
JIUFJtIll!
13.2-5 560bI6-19 Some differences in wording.

II; ~If'~ff~

47.8-48.2 560bl0-14 The question in Yunmenlu is drawn out;
II; * If'~ff~ but content is identical ; slight stylistic

differences.
111.4 556c21-22 Identical content but slightly different

II; ~If'~ff~ wording.

122.7-8 555b22-23 Yunmenlu has a clearer separation of
II;~If'~fr~ quote and Yunmen's words and a

different particle at end.
149.9-150.2 56Oc13-14 Minor differences in wording.

II; *If'~fr~
153.10-154.4 561a17-21 Some differences.

II; ~If'~fr~
172.2-6 56Oc20-24 Some rather significant differences in

II; ~If'~ff~ wording, and the Yunmenlu does not
contain the second remark by Yunmen.

176.8-177.2 559c04-09 SQlTle significant differences.
II; * If' ~ff~

177.7-178.2 559b12-17 Some differences.
IU~If'~ff~

194.6-9 558316-29 Only small differences
II; * If' ~fr~

221.1-3 574aOl-04 Some significant differences.
III; lri1J jill

277.9-278.2 554b16-19 Some differences; sometimes things
II; ~ If' ~ff~ spelled out in the Yunmenlu are

implied here, or vice-versa; but content
is practically identical.

295.3-7 557alO-13 Some differences, but content is
11; *If'~ff~ similar.

311.5-312.6 557c04-15 Significant differences in story and
II; ~If'~ff~ Yunmen's comments.

341.9-342.5 560a05-11 Some differences, but content is
II; *If'~ff~ similar.

356.7-10 554318-b02 Some differences, but content is
II; ~ If' ~ff~ similar.

366.3-5 554a06-09 Some differences, but content is similar
II; ~ If' ~ff~ and Yunmen's words identical.

368.5-10 555a16-21 Only small differences; Yunmen's words
II; ~If'~fr~ identical.

375.9-10 - Not found in Yunmenlu.
406.6-7 573b5-1O Only short sketch of events described in

III; lri1Jjill Yunmenlu.

410.2-7 - Only first line of quoted episode figures
in Yunmenlu 547a12, but not Yunmen's
remark of 410.5.

424.4-5 - Neither episode nor Yunmen's remark
found in Yunmenlu.

474.4-9 554b03-07 Story similar but significant differences
II; ~If'~ff~ in Yunmen's conversation about it.

497.2-9 - Neither episode nor Yunmen's remark
found in Yunmenlu.

545.7-10 556c25-28 Significant differences in episode and
II; ~If'~fr~ in comments following it. Yunmen's

comment has a variant graph.
592.5-8 557c22-25 Minor differences in episode and

II; ~If'~fr~ identical comment by Yunmen.

613.6-8 556al0-12 Identical episode but some differences
11; ~If'~fr~ in Yunmen's comment.

621.3-10 - Neither episode nor Yunmen's remark
found in Yunmenlu.

642.1Q..543.4 574311-26 Some differences, but content is alike.
III; lri1Jiill

649.2-5 561b05-08 Identical story and comment but
II; ~If'~ff~ differences in links.

669.10-670.4 574c07-13 Some significant differences.
III; lri1Jjill

674.6-10 575a09-14 At places different wording but similar
III; lri1Jjill content.

683.1 - Not in Yunmenlu but in Biyanlu case
22, T48:162c9.

691.6-10 573c22-27 Only small differences.
III; lri1Jjill

693.3-8 560b27-c03 Some significant differences.
II; ~ If' ~ff~

693.10-694.3 556b29 Story shows some differences, but not
II; ~ If' ~ff~ Yunmen's comment.

695.2-3 555312-23 Same wording but story is more verbose
II; ~ If' ~ff~ in the Yunmenlu.
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703.1-3 554c20-22 Story briefer than in Yunmenlu, but
II; * q:. ~lf~ Yunmen's comment identical.

703.4-5 554b20-21 Differences in story but not in Yunmen's
II; *q:.~lf~ comment.

737.2-7 559cl4-18 Some substantial differences in story
II; *q:.~lf~ but only minor ones in Yunmen's

comment..
743.7-744.6 560a17-26 Some differences in story, (especially

II; *q:.~lf~ at end) and in Yunmen's comment.

749.2-4 559b26-28 Minor differences in story; Yunmen's
II; * q:. ~lf~ comment is identical, but the

Yunmenlu adds one more comment.

755.4-9 561318-1>04 Substantial differences in story but not
II; * q:. ~lf~ in Yunmen's short comment.

756.5-8 555c09-11 Yunmenlu has only part of this story
II; * q:. ~lf~ with some differences; but Yunmen's

remarks are identical.
762.4-5 561a08-09 Identical story and comment;

II; * q:. ~lf~ introduction and links different.

770.8-771.6 574b06-16 Yunmenlu story longer and with some
III; iQi:1Jiit~ differences but of identical content.

Yunmen's comment identical.
771.10-772.3 573c15-20 Story of essentially identical content

III; iQi:1Jiit~ but with some different wording.

772.6-8 575a06-09 Identical story except for introduction
III; iQi:1Jiit~ and links.

772.9-10 570314-26 Some differences in wording (look like
III; l!IJHf same as in Nenjushu)

773.2-4 552315-27 Differences in question and answer.
I; tim

773.6-8 567b23-27 The Yunmenlu features two answers by
III; l!IJHf Yunmen, the Zongmen tongyao just the

second.
774.4-10 574cl8-27 Almost identical story; only a few

III; iQi:1Jiit~ minor differences in wording.

775.1-5 573c03-08 Identical except for introduction and
III; iQi:1Jiit~ links.

775.6-8 560bOl-03 Minor differences in wording but
II; * q:.~lf~ identical content.

775.1 0-775.2 570311-24 Significant differences.
III; l!IJHf

776.3-5 573al0-13 Minor differences in wording but
III; l!IJHf identical content.

776.6-7 - Not found in Yunmenlu.

777.1-3 572cI8-21 Some differences.
III; l!IJHf

777.7-9 55Oc04-06 Some differences.
I; tim

778.3-9 - Not found in Yunmenlu but in WDHY
279dI4 ...

779.4-8 547cll-15 Significant differences in middle part.
I; tim

779.9-10 - Not found in Yunmenlu.
780.4-6 562a18-21 Some differences. Yunmenlu features

II; ~1Fft~lf two additional remarks by Yunmen.
781.1-2 553c25-26 Some small but significant differences.

II; * q:. ~lf~
781.6-7 553b26-27 Identical except for introduction and

I;m1lf{ context.

781.10-782.2 554a13-15 Identical except for introduction, links,
II; * q:. ~lf~ and a variant graph.

782.3-5 554311-23 Identical except for one character in a
II; * q:. ~lf~ link..

782.6-8 554b22-24 Identical except for one link.
II; *q:.~!~

783.3-784.4 574b18-c02 Different introduction and significant
III; iQi:1Jiit~ differences, especially at beginning and

towards end of account.
784.5-7 573310-23 Identical content but at places different

III; l!IJHf wording.

784.8-9 5741>04-06 Identical except for variant graphs.
III; iQi:1Jiit~

784.10-785.2 574bOl-04 Identical except for introduction and
III; iQi:1Jiit~ one different character.

785.3-5 545b02-05 Identical except for introduction and
I; tim links.

785.6-7 569b23-25 Some differences, and Yunmenlu
III; I!MJ$ features two additional remarks by

Yunmen.
797.3-7 561312-27 Some differences in story but identical

II; * q:. ~lf~ remark by Yunmen.

829.6-830.2 561b16-2I Some differences but identical content.
II; * q:. ~lf~

833.2-5 Not found in Yunmenlu.
835.9-836.8 572a23-1>04 Significant differences in story and in

III; l!IJHf Yunmen's remark.
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Table 13: The Yunmen section of the Xukai guzunsu yuyao

#JiIJr-1c!i#1iftlf!!l (1238) and theYunmenlu

1tf1ifl

Xukai Records ofYunmen REMARKS

guzunsu ~mn

~~1ii

~g.~

ZZ 118

439c03-05 545b02-05 (I;JJtl) Practicallv identical exchanl!e

439c05-06 545b12-14 (I-JJtl) Identical exchanl!e

439c06-08 545b28-c1 (I;Jttl) Identical exchanl!e

439c08-1O 545c04-06 (I;Jttl) Identical exchange

439cl0-12 545c07-10 (I:JJtl) Identical exchange

439cI2-13 545c18-19 (I:Jttl) Identical exchanl>e

439c13-d8 545c20-546a05 Almost identical instruction (some

(I;JJtl) different l!Taohs)

439d08 546alO-1I O:Jttl) Identical exchanl!e

439d09-13 546a19-24 (I;Jttl) Almost identical instruction

439d13-14 546a27-28 (I; Jttl) Identical exchanl!e

439d14-15 546b09-1O (I;JJtl) Identical exchan I!e

439d16- 546b28-c17 (I;JJtl) Almost ident. instruction (some different

440aI3 graohs)

440aI4-cI3 547a04-b17 (I-JJtl) Almost ident. instruction

44OcI4-16 547b28-c2 O;JJtl) Identical exchanl!e

44Oc16-17 547c19-20 (I;JJtl) Almost identical exchange (some

different l!Taohs)

44OcI7-dl 548b05-07 (I;JJtl) Almost identical exchange (beginning

different)

44Od02-06 549c28-550a3(I;Jttl) Slightly different talk Cbel!inninl!. l!TaDhs)

44Od07 550b05-06 (I-Jttl) Identical exchanl!e

44Od07-8 550b15 (I;Jttl) Identical exchange

44Od08-1O 55Oc04-06 {I-JJtl) Identical exchange

44OdlO-11 55Oc19-20 (I-JJtl) Identical exchanl!e

44OdIl-13 551b24-26 (I;JJtl) Identical exchanl!e

44OdI4-15 551c14-15 (I;JJtl) Identical exchange

44OdI6- 552a04-25 (I; Jttl) Almost identical instruction (some

441a15 different l!Taohs)

441a16-b8 552b25-c8 (I;JJtl) Almost identical instruction (some

different l!Taohs)

441b09-1O 552c27-29 (I;Jttl) Identical exchange

44lblO-cOI 553c13-16 (I;{~1ill:) Almost identical verse

441c03-05 554a13-15 Identical talk

(11-* <P ~lf~)

441c06-09 554b16-19 " Identical talk

441clO-11 554b22-24 " Identical talk

44lcI2-13 554b28-cOI " Identical talk

441c14-17 555a03-07 " Identical exceot for different l!Taohs

441c18-d02 555b28-c02 " Identical exceot for different l!Taohs

441d03-05 555c03-06 " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh

441d06-07 555c09-11 " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh

441d08-1O 555c28-556aOI " Identical talk

441dll-13 556c29-557a02 " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh

441dI4-15 557a28-bOl " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh

441d16-18 557b29-c02 " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh

442aOl-05 558a20-25 " Identical talk

442a08-15 560a17-26 " Identical exceot for different l!Taohs

442a16-18 560bOl-03 " Identical exceot for different l!Taoh
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4421>01-04 5601>04-07 " Identical exceot for different lrraoh

4421>05-07 56Ob16-19 " Identical talk

442b08-12 561318-1>04 " Identical exceot for different lrraohs

442b13-16 5611>05-08 " Identical talk

442bI7-c03 561cl8-21 Identical except for different graphs

nHli:1Fft~fr)

442c03-04 562c1O-11 " Identical talk

442c04-06 562cI8-2 " Identical talk

442c06-07 563b22-24 " Identical talk

442c08-09 563b24-25 " Identical exceot for different lrraohs

442c09-11 563c16-18 " Identical exceot for different lrraoh

442cll-12 563c19-20 " Identical exceot for different lrraph

442c12-15 563c29-564a02 " One character and' some lrraphs different

442c15-17 565a15-17 " Identical talk

442d01-15 5731>04-22 Identical account except for some

(JIh~1Jiif!<) different l!Taohs

442d15- 574alO-21 " Identical account except for some

443a06 different l!Taohs

443a06-15 574b06-16 " Id. account except for some diff. lrraphs

443aI5-b08 574b18-c02 " Id. account except for some diff. lrraphs

4431>08-13 574c07-13 " Id. account except for some diff. graphs

443b13-16 574c13-16 " Id. account except for some diff. lrraphs

443bI6-c03 575a14-2 " Identical account


